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Twenty Years and Fifty Issues
of Pacifica Journal
Van James, Honolulu, Hawai'i
Wow, what a journal! How much it has grown in beauty
and substance since its small beginnings almost twenty years ago!
Congratulations for keeping it going all this time and steadily
building its quality. I am impressed!
—Benjamin Cherry, mentor for Asian Steiner schools

Pacifica Journal is celebrating its 20th year of publication
and its 50th consecutive issue. Originally published four times
a year and mailed out as a hardcopy, the journal eventually
reduced production to be a bi-annual emailed PDF journal.
It was clear from the start—1996—that this newsletter was
fulfilling a need. The late Fred Paddock, librarian of the Rudolf Steiner Library wrote in 1997: “This is the journal to
watch! The Pacifica Journal takes in the whole pacific rim,
including Australia, the Philippines, Japan and India. It is in
this region that Anthroposophy as a world movement (and
not just a central European transplant) will meet its test. The
task of inculturating anthroposophy into the Asian setting
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will demand the best thinking we can come up with. Pacifica
Journal has clearly taken this challenge seriously. One has to
only read Florian Sydow’s “The Emergence of World Culture
in the Pacific” (which has been running in the last couple of
issues) to see this. Along the same line is the article … by Karl
Kaltenbach, “Towards a Universal Human Consciousness.” ...If
anthroposophy is to fulfill its destiny as a world movement,
this little unpresumptuous journal could become a cutting
edge.” (Rudolf Steiner Library Newsletter, Volume 5, 1997)
Pacifica Journal has striven to keep those interested in
the renewal of education, the re-enlivening of agriculture,
the healthy extension of modern medicine, the threefolding
of society, and many other areas of arts and sciences abreast
of what is happening in Asia and the Pacific. Arthur Zajonc,
author and professor of physics at Amherst College in Massachusetts, wrote of Pacifica Journal: “What an amazing job
you all have done putting it together. It is beautifully laid
out as well as full of substantial articles. Congratulations on
creating a model publication covering an exciting area of development.” Similarly, Eugene Schwartz, author and Waldorf
educator, writes: “...I feel the connection every time I receive
your remarkable Pacifica Journal, which has to be one of the
best anthroposophical periodicals in print. Thank you for
expanding my consciousness into the Pacific Rim once again.”
Pacifica Journal followed explosive growth and development
in the Asia-Pacific region as closely as possible, reporting on
new Waldorf schools in China, describing the joys and sorrows
of biodynamic farming in India, announcing anthroposophical
medical trainings in the Philippines, and much more. Recently
the e-journal has been reprinting current research articles from
respected periodicals that confirm many Waldorf, biodynamic,
and anthro-medical practices. The importance of the arts has
also been a long running theme throughout all the issues of
Pacifica Journal.
Now with hundreds of readers all over the world, Pacifica
Journal magically finds articles and stories arrive on time to
create its next issue. Clearly, most of these articles center on
education and in particular Waldorf education. Ronald E.
Koetzsch, editor of the American Waldorf education pub-
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lication Renewal Magazine, says: “The Pacifica Journal is an
excellent resource, providing news about events— upcoming
and past—and about developments in anthroposophical communities all around the Pacific Rim and in Asia; stimulating
articles with deep esoteric content; and informative reviews of
recent books related to anthroposophy, Waldorf education, and
other sister movements. I look forward to its regular appearance
out of the Hawaiian cyberspace.”
Join us in celebrating this Pacifica Journal milestone—this
anniversary—its life as a vehicle of communication for the
spirit of our time and our place!

pictorialized representation, which have been received before
birth or conception”––need to find their outlet in the children’s
consciousness during the course of their education.
If they are suppressed, for instance by an abstract form
of teaching that replaces living pictures with dry intellectual
concepts, these forces “will burst out elsewhere if they are not
brought to the surface [of consciousness] in pictorial representation.” He singles out the teaching of the alphabet via abstract
symbols (rather than via living pictures in which these symbols
lie buried) as an example of abstract instruction that inhibits
the child’s spontaneous powers of imagination.
And what is the consequence of such a displacement?
“Rebels, revolutionaries, dissatisfied people; people who do
not know what they want because they want something that
one cannot know,” is Steiner’s response. “They want something
that is incompatible with any possible social order; something
. . . that should have entered their fantasy but did not; instead
it entered into their agitated social activities.” In brief, forces
intended to arise in the realm of imaginative thinking erupt
instead at the level of brute will.
Put differently, children come into the world with imagemaking forces arising from their pre-birth existence in the
spiritual world. Because these creative forces belong to the
heavens, they cannot find their rightful expression in the
physical world and must remain in the realm of heavenly
imaginations, a realm to which children are still directly connected. If for some reason––abstract education is perhaps only
one such reason––the activity of these heavenly imaginations
is staunched in the children at the level of their conscious
thought-pictures, then it runs the risk of bursting out instead
at the level of unconscious will.
Steiner, C.S. Lewis, and others have pointed to a law of
the spirit according to which a constructive force at the level of
thinking or consciousness (as carried, say, by the nervous system) will be experienced as destructive if displaced to the level of
unconscious will (as carried, say, by the metabolic system), and
vice versa. Consider only the “constructive” processes of digestion, which have their rightful place in our metabolic organs
and which, if displaced via the blood to the fluids surrounding
the upper nervous system and brain, may be experienced as
excruciating migraine. And likewise, notice how the cut-andthrust gesture of incisive, penetrating thinking, if displaced
into the will, may appear as pugilist aggression and violence.
In other words, if children come into the world bearing
heavenly picture-making forces and fail to find rightful outlets
for these creative forces in their worlds of imagination, these
same constructive powers may well erupt as destructive forces
at the level of volition and action –– “in strife and bloodshed
instead of imaginations”, as Steiner puts it.
“No wonder that the individuals who destroy the social
fabric actually have the feeling that they are doing good,” he
concludes. “For what do they sense in themselves? They feel
heaven within themselves . . . .”
Wherever we hear of children––in the West, the East, or

At the Taproot of Terrorism
Douglas Gerwin, Amherst, Massachusetts, USA
[First published in Center & Periphery, online newsletter of the
Center for Anthroposophy]

Long before they became a worldwide phenomenon, Rudolf
Steiner offered an original perspective on young people who become
“radicalized” as terrorists.
Why are so many young people around the world becoming radicalized?
For answers to this question, it is tempting to invoke the
tenets of political ideologies or the findings of popular sociology. Recently, though, I came across a passage from a lecture
given by Rudolf Steiner in 1920––on 9/11, as it happens––in
which a quite different light is cast on this vexed issue.1
In the closing talk of a lecture series offered at the Goetheanum less than a year after the first Waldorf school was founded,
Steiner addressed the root of dissatisfaction that young people
may feel if their education has failed them.
Specifically, he related how children come into the world
carrying unconsciously, in the depths of their souls, profound
imaginations implanted before birth, or even before conception. These imaginations––which Steiner describes as “forces of
1 Rudolf Steiner, Spiritual Science as a Foundation for Social
Forms (Dornach, 6 August – 11 September 1920), Lecture XVI
of 11 September. I am indebted to my colleague Patrice Maynard,
Director of Publications and Development at the Research Institute
for Waldorf Education, for this reference.
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the Middle East––who were robbed by their education or their
culture of the opportunity to tap into their heaven-creative
powers of picture-making, we can expect to find isolated
cases or organized networks of earth-destructive terrorists.
At the root of “radicalized” terrorism we may discern, faintly,
images of mighty heavenly forces that have been denied their
rightful place.
Radiance of the heavens will there confront us, albeit in
distorted form, as the wrath of heaven.

ances of young Muslims around the world who, like the Paris
attackers, are volunteering for ISIS in ever-higher numbers; but
also the quality of thought, the mindset, that is being used to
address these problems from all sides.
Since September 11, 2001, we have experienced, with
increasing frequency, many types of disruption: financial
meltdowns, climate destabilization, and terrorist attacks. We
can no longer control this stream of disruptions. They will
continue over the coming decade and beyond. It is only a
question of time before the next financial meltdown, the next
natural disaster, or the next terrorist attack occurs.
So what then can we control? We can control our response to
these disruptions. In struggling to respond to disruptive change
and systemic breakdowns, countries and leaders around the
world engage in a public discourse of essentially three frames
or points of view:
1. Muddling through—basically same old, same old.
More meetings. More declarations. More empty words. Examples include most of the climate talks and, to name just one
example, the position of Britain’s Prime Minister Cameron
on the international refugee crisis. Eloquent talk, high-flying
rhetoric, but nothing of substance (from a country that played
a key role in the Iraq war that laid the groundwork for the rise
of the IS). A similar point could me made re the US response:
since 2011, the US has accepted little more than 2000 Syrian
refugees—less than come to Germany these days on a single
morning.
2. Moving apart—Let’s build a huge wall that separates
“us” from the “them.” Let’s practice the values of freedom,
equality, and solidarity inside these walls, and let’s do the opposite outside of them. In so many words, those are the positions
of Donald Trump, Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán,
and, to a varying degree, most of the other Republican U.S.
presidential candidates and Europe’s right-wing politicians.
3. Moving together— Acknowledge our own role in generating the problem, and therefore our responsibility to co-create
a solution. Bring the walls down, collapse the separations, and
apply our solidarity universally to all human beings, wherever
they are. So say Angela Merkel of Germany, Stefan Löfven of
Sweden, as well as many citizens and NGOs across Europe and
around the world that keep rising to the occasion.
Reality cries out for the third view. The first view tries to
deny that the system is broken. The second view says OK, the
system is broken, but it has nothing to do with us. “THEY”
are the problem, not “us,” so let’s put a wall between us and
them. Only the third view offers a viable way forward.
The more you dig into the substantive issues of the refugee
situation, climate destabilization, and the terrorist attacks, the
more you realize that there is NOTHING any country can do
alone, and that the real solutions must include the entire global
eco-system of players in collaborative and co-creative ways.
There will not be any solution to the climate crisis without
a massive transfer of resources and technologies from industrial
to developing countries. There will not be any solution to the

Douglas Gerwin, Ph.D., Founding Director of the Center
for Anthroposophy and author and editor of nine books on
Waldorf education. His most recent publication is a collection
of articles entitled Trailing Clouds of Glory: Essays on Sexuality
and the Education of Youth in Waldorf Schools.

Paris: Shifting the Heart of the Collective
Otto Scharmer, Massacusetts Institute of Technology, USA
[First printed in Huffington Post, Nov 18, 2015 -- Updated
Dec 10, 2015]
The terror attacks in Paris (an elsewhere) are a stab to our
collective heart. The choice of the location for the terror attacks
aims at the three core values of Western civilization: liberté,
egalité, fraternité.
Since Nov 14, France’s President Hollande has used the
word “war” to describe the relationship between his country
and the terrorists of the Islamic State (IS) or ISIS and has
intensified military strikes in Syria. Although the wisdom of
that decision and that word can be questioned, there is definitely a warlike situation in Paris now. But what kind of war is
it—between whom and what?
We know that framing this as a religious conflict against
Islam would not only be wrong (consider that in Iraq alone
more than 10,000 people — many of them Muslim — are
killed through mostly IS led acts of terror per year), it would
also serve as the perfect recruitment tool for the IS worldwide.
But how much better (and accurate) is it to frame it as a
war against the Islamic State? Attempting to destroy ISIS by
bombing them in retaliation is both militarily challenging and
politically foolhardy because, again, doing so would attract a
never-ending stream of ISIS volunteers from the West.
Confronting the Root Cause
Instead of fueling the vicious cycle of violence, why not try
to confront the root cause of the conflict? That root cause is
not only the catastrophic conditions that the people of Syria
and Iraq are suffering, and the personal frustrations and griev3

refugee crisis in Europe without a massive financial transfer
and aid from the EU to Turkey to help the 2 million refugees
currently living there. The origins of the refugee and terrorist crises are in the massive direct and structural violence in
the Middle East—at which point the circle loops back to the
Western countries and their continued complicity in these issues (for example, by buying oil from and selling weapons to
state entities such as Saudi Arabia who, through their religious
industrial complex, spread the fundamentalist teachings of
Wahhabism which then ISIS turns into action through acts
of terrorism).
My point is simple: the third view is not only a moral one,
but also an economic and political imperative. And: addressing
the root cause (rather than the symptoms) of terrorism means
to address its spiritual dimension: the underlying mindset of
fundamentalism.
Clashing Forces
The figure below shows two clashing mindsets that each
give rise to a different dynamic and social field: presencing—
that is, the capacity of co-sensing and co-shaping the future by
enacting a social architecture of connection; and the field of
absencing—that is, the field of “building up walls”, by enacting
a social architecture of separation.
The real battle of our time is not between religions, and also
not between ISIS and Western countries. The real battle of our
time is between the forces of “absencing” (economies of fear
and destruction), and the forces of “presencing” (economies
of courage and creation). It’s a battle that takes place across
all levels of systems.
The Bush Administration response to 9/11 was firmly
grounded in the cycle of absencing and destruction. Bomb

them to hell. The results were nothing short of catastrophic,
including the rise of ISIS and the refugee crisis in Europe today.
Even though some military force may be required, at the
end of the day ISIS cannot be fought and beaten with strategies
of absencing. That’s the exact strategy that created the monster
in the first place. The only way to slay the monster is to use strategies that originate with the cycle of presencing and creation.
Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther King Jr., Nelson Mandela,
and the civil rights movement that eventually brought down
the Berlin Wall showed us how it’s done.
Resistance of the Heart
It has been often said that in the face of the most destructive forces—such as Hitler and Nazi Germany—it’s not good
enough to keep focusing on Gandhian types of nonviolent
strategies of conflict transformation. But that is exactly what
hundreds of unarmed German women did for a week in
February 1943, at the height of the Nazi power in Europe.
In Berlin’s Rosenstrasse, they stood toe to toe with machinegun-wielding Gestapo agents, demanding the release of their
imprisoned husbands.
Charlotte Israel, who was among them, recalled:
“Without warning, the guards began setting up machine
guns. Then they directed them at the crowd and shouted: ‘If
you don’t go now, we’ll shoot.’ The movement surged backward. But then, for the first time, we really hollered. Now we
couldn’t care less.... Now they’re going to shoot in any case, so
now we’ll yell too, we thought. We yelled, ‘Murderer, murderer,
murderer, murderer.’”
(Nathan Stoltzfus, Resistance of the Heart, Rutgers University Press, 2001)
The protest by the women from the Rosenstrasse was successful, says the historian Nathan
Stoltzfus in his book about the
event, because women such as
Charlotte Israel were so deeply
motivated that they risked their
lives. In the end the women’s
courage and passion prevailed; the
1,700 Jews who had been locked
in at the Rosenstrasse were set free.
It’s that openhearted courage
that will transform ISIS and the
fundamentalist mindset it represents. That spirit activates the
cycle of presencing. Resorting
instead to violence and bombing
communities in Syria can only
lead to amplifying the cycle of
absencing - destroying others,
and in the process, destroying
who we are.
Even though ISIS dominates
our headlines and thus our minds,
we should not forget the other
Two Cycles, two Social Fields: Absencing and Presencing (Source: Theory U)
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China Waldorf Forum:
Coordinator's Report

events in Europe from recent weeks that, a hundred years from
now, may be more historically significant. I’m talking about
the rise of citizens, the rise of countless self-organizing groups
and communities, the rise of many local politicians, who keep
providing help for refugees on a massive scale.
That outpouring of openhearted compassion, seen as people
welcomed refugees at the Main Station in Munich, sparked a
spirit that since has shifted the collective German response to
the issue. It’s an incredible force that, in spite of all the noise
from the right wing populist that argue for “moving apart”,
is still going strong—not only in Germany but in countless
communities and cities all across Europe. That is the miracle
that deserves our attention today. And that is the spirit that
eventually will transform ISIS and the mindset of absencing
(aka fundamentalism) that gave rise to it. Quoting Hölderlin:
“But where danger is, the saving power also grows.”
So, what are the conditions that determine whether a community activates the field of absencing or presencing? Whether
we collectively enact a social architecture of separation or connection, whether, for example, the people from Munich and
Berlin give rise to a monster like Hitler or whether from the
very same places, less than 100 years later, to compassionate
help in the face of human vulnerability? In essence, the difference is about a shift of the heart on the level of the individual
and the collective. The Paris attacks wounded us collectively,
and therefore call on us to rise and catalyze the one shift that
now matters most—the shift of the heart.

Ben Cherry, CWF Working Group Coordinator
[This is a report from the recent China Waldorf Forum annual meeting in June, 2016 concerning the Waldorf Movement
in Mainland China]
General background: the need for a uniting consciousness
to encompass the increasing growth & Diversity within the
Waldorf movement in china
Much has changed and developed since our Annual General
Meeting (AGM) in Shenzhen last year. New ideas and initiatives
are springing up in different ways and it is more challenging to
hold a picture of the whole movement. This has been heightened,
not only by the increasing number of schools, but the growing
desire to go on into high school. The question faces us: How
can we unite this creative ferment so as to ensure that we are
really working in the same spirit?
As the movement expands, the risk of fragmentation grows
with it. We must continually find the balance between creativity and order, between freedom and form. This is an essential
aspect of our task as a China Waldorf Forum. A few years ago
in our AGM we worked with the theme of Diversity within
Unity, and we continue to face the challenge of balancing these
two essentials.
The tendency in the school movement in China has been
to value initiative-taking at the expense of unity, and one sees
this in the wish of groups to start their own individual training
center and high school without thinking of how this will affect
others. As a reaction to this, one also hears the demand for a
fixed curriculum and way of teaching, and common standards.
On one side is the tendency towards chaos, and on the other
towards making this creative way of educating into a system.
Meanwhile, the risk of people using the Waldorf name to satisfy
their own ambitions, without knowing what the education really
is, grows as well.
What is the middle way and what can unite us?
What fundamentally unites us is not regulations, though
these are essential, but our shared goals and sources of inspiration. It is the picture we carry, through the spiritual research
of Rudolf Steiner and the work that has been done in schools
around the world since his time - the picture of the developing human being, growing into a future that is new for us all.
Recognizing our intimate connection with all existence and
our responsibility towards it becomes a source of uprightness.
It is this higher level of consciousness that can enable us to
encompass the huge diversity of activity that is taking place. This
is also what is meant when we speak of the spirit of a school
or of this education. For those who are willing to think these
thoughts, it becomes clear why Steiner said to the teachers of
the first school that the true leader is not a principal, but the
vast, all-embracing knowledge of the human being that he gave
to them in the form of the whole Study of Man course.

For a more detailed exploration of presencing and absencing:
watch the video U.Lab: Transforming Business, Society, and Self.
This post is part of a series produced by The Huffington Post, in
conjunction with the U.N.’s 21st Conference of the Parties in Paris
(Nov. 30-Dec. 11), aka the climate-change conference. To Follow
Otto Scharmer on Twitter: www.twitter.com/ottoscharmer1

What is the middle way and what can unite us?
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of what is needing to evolve within this education.
1) CWF’s Fifth Anniversary Gathering
The significance of this event for me was the combination
of goodwill and clear focus which the participants brought into
it. Though less than half the Waldorf schools or training centres
in Mainland China were represented, the people who did participate came with a will to work and take responsibility. It was
in many ways a celebration, not only of what has been achieved
but of what can and will be done in a better way in the future.
We looked at the CWF sub-groups with an appreciative and
critical eye, in a mood of expectancy of how they can become
more effective.
From this there arose naturally a picture of a larger circle of
representatives from around China who can become a bridge
between the Working Group and the whole movement, so that
schools can help each other more effectively and we can plan
our next steps together. Schools have needs, so also does CWF,
and the flow of conversation and action between them can be
a source of sustainable creativity for the future.
2) The Chinese-Speaking Conference in Zhengzhou
A second big step towards creative cooperation of the whole
movement was taken in the Chinese-speaking conference at the
end of April. What took place was the result of a new level of
co-working between CECEF and CWF, along with the hardworking host group. Our challenges in organising such a large
event were heightened by the fact that it was only late in the
process that we found a physical home for it. For this we owe a
lot to Zhang Zeming and Mr Mu Peihua, who never wavered in
their confidence that the home could be in Zhengzhou.
Our goal was to explore ways of harmonising the growth of
individuality in our times with the need for working with others. Everything reflected this theme - talks, workshops, plenum
conversations, forum discussions, research sharing and artistic
performances, even the announcements! Our preparation was
already a test of it, for the task of organising an event which
involved input from such a large diversity of people was immense. It also involved a financial risk, which was only resolved
through the generous response to our cry from the heart in the
last days of the conference. Deeply we thank all of you who
made a contribution.
Despite the intensity of the program and the practical challenges we had to face each day, there was a remarkable calmness
and, I think, gratitude, from the moment of the first drum beat
in the opening ceremony until the last words spoken at the end.
I sensed that the theme struck a chord in many people’s hearts
and I left feeling strengthened by the goodwill and confirmed
in the direction we are taking in the Waldorf movement.
This education is not only about teaching and learning in the
class room, though that is our central work; it is also about how
to live our lives as individuals and groups within this modern
world. Its essence lies in bringing dead knowledge alive, in bringing renewal into all aspects of life. It is an education towards
becoming socially-minded human beings who care about other
people and the environment and what is happening in the world.
This does not happen through moralising but through striving to

If we make the effort to understand this content and bring it
alive, it does indeed become a source of ever-new ideas, inspirations and energy; but we have to work on it, both alone and
together. It is our growing comprehension of its future potential,
and our gratitude for this, that gives us the strength and clarity
we need for our work, and the will to work together.
CWF’s Annual General Meeting (AGM) and Teacher
Preparation Seminar (TPS)
One of our tasks in the China Waldorf Forum is to see where
the needs are - gaps that need to be filled or new approaches
waiting to be explored. It is not our task to compete with what
others are already doing well. It follows from this that we are
only justified in organising a Teacher Preparation Seminar for the
coming school year if we believe that we can offer an approach
that answers a need in the Waldorf movement as a whole.
When we began this process, in Chengdu three years ago,
it arose naturally out of the work of the Curriculum Research
Sub-Group. Our wish has been to make it an interactive process
through which teachers can grow together and gain confidence
in their own ability to find solutions to their challenges. On each
occasion we have had to face the tension between the need for
group leaders and for every teacher to learn to think for herself.
For us in the CWF Working Group it has been a learning curve,
and we thank you for your feedback, which has stimulated us to
bring a different design this time, weaving together the pedagogical and administrative aspects of school life.
Our goal is for this to enkindle a new spirit of community,
leadership and individual responsibility. We must recognise how
management and leadership (which are not the same thing)
impact on the quality of the teaching in class and on the ethos
of each school. Though pedagogical sharing will be the biggest
strand in the conference, it will be interwoven with the question
of how to create a culture in our schools of warm-hearted clarity
and professionalism.
One tends to assume that school founders and managers
know how to lead, but this is not necessarily true. We must develop the ability to do this, and we warmly invite you to join us.
Looking back over the year and on into the future
In the light of these considerations and of the increasing
challenges that are facing the whole world at this time of environmental and social unrest, I would like to highlight events
and phenomena since our last AGM, which are symptomatic
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connect oneself with a sustainable source of truth and goodness
in our lives. This is the task of this age of the consciousness soul.
For me, it is significant that the venue was at the centre
of China, at a place that has its own quiet connection with
China’s history over the past 60 years. I recall with particular
fondness the cheering in the hall when the manager declared his
astonishment that with such a large group there was no noise
at night and no litter scattered around the property - and how
this cheering became a thunder of applause when he went on
to say he was beginning to wonder if his own child might go
to a Waldorf school!
3) The need for Deepening in Education and in School
Administration
As this education becomes more popular and begins to
spread also into government schools, it becomes essential that
more people understand what lies within it and why it is important for the modern world. With respect both to pedagogy
and school administration we need to bring a deepening, and
this will be a priority in the coming year.
For various reasons we did not succeed in hosting a deepening course in February as we had planned, but it will happen,
with help from Christof Wiechert, in Spring Valley from 8/25 to
29, before the school year begins. As before, it will only be open
to those people who have completed a 3-year Waldorf training
course (or the equivalent) and are at least in their third year of
teaching. We will also invite people in administration who have
similar qualifications in their sphere of work.
It is important to realize that deepening does not simply
mean receiving more knowledge, but coming to a new understanding of things we have already learnt. It is not just a
question of how many details we know about children’s development or how to teach, but the extent to which we are able to
penetrate into these details and individualize them. As Rudolf
Steiner repeatedly said, it is the imponderables that are most
important in education, the subtle feelings and meanings that
pass subliminally between teacher and child. This is intimately
connected with deepening.
Meanwhile, the school administration course has now
completed three cycles. Though this unique course, originally
designed by Chris Schaefer, has been of considerable value to
many of the people who attended, it did not draw as many
leaders of schools to participate as had been expected. There is
therefore a need for a seminar specifically on leadership and we
are in the process of organizing this for members of the WG
and the leaders of training centers and schools, early next year.
It will be led by someone from overseas who has a lot of experience in this kind of process. Further details will be announced
when they are confirmed.
4) Meeting the Requirements of Local Governments
Slowly the number of schools recognized by their local department of education is growing, but this inevitably requires a
long process of adaptation. As often in life, resistance can be an
opportunity for self-observation and inner change. Having to
face up to official requirements can be painful, but it also brings
more consciousness of what is essential in Waldorf education and

where compromises can be made. One must think through very
clearly why one is teaching in the way one does and be able to
communicate this in ways that others can understand.
Resistance can also increase one’s resilience and test one’s
commitment. It is like the difference between a plant which can
only live for one year and a tree which can live for hundreds of
years. The annual plant does not have the ability to take into
itself forces of hardening and death, whereas a tree is all the time
doing just this. Wood is deposited inwardly and bark outwardly
and in between is the zone where life can endure and expand.
Likewise in a school, rules and regulations, which bring a hardening and in certain respects a deadening effect, are essential for
creating a secure space within which teachers can bring new life
into their teaching all the time.
The same is true with respect to discipline in one’s life
and teaching. Life that is uncontrolled becomes a cancer and
children’s behaviour that is not properly guided or teachers’
demands which are selfish become a social illness. As Steiner
has demonstrated in The Philosophy of Freedom, inner freedom
has no limits; but within society (both inside and outside one’s
school) and within the context of our environment (as we are
discovering all around the world today) there most definitely
are and must be limits.
These are issues that we are facing in many schools.
5) The Growth of Interest in High School Education
Another key area of focus is preparation for high school.
Here too we enter a realm where something really meaningful
for society and the individual can take place - or something
that could bring damage to the whole movement. Everything
becomes heightened when one enters into this stage of education; the eyes of the outer world look on more consciously.
What few people realize, as they begin to plan for this, is the
extent of the changes that children go through when they come
into puberty and adolescence. They become, in Steiner’s words,
‘a completely different being.’ Our attitude in the CWF WG
is to support schools in moving forward, but only if there is a
proper preparation and a consciousness of what this new stage
means. This is referred to in some detail in our CWF Guidelines
for Opening a High School.
In a wonderful way, people are striving to learn about high
school from different sources, some through courses in China,
some through going to Europe, the US or Australia. This demonstrates a strength of will to follow the education through to
the end. This diversity of experience will only be of value to the
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be a model for how other associative groups can come into being,
through people in different areas of anthroposophical endeavor
striving to cooperate with each other.
97 Years of Waldorf Education and its Relationship to
the World
It is important to be aware that we are only three years away
from the hundredth anniversary of Waldorf education in the
world, in September 2019. In anticipation of this and in consciousness of the huge environmental needs on our planet, three
tasks have been named by the International Forum, a group of
representatives from different countries that meets twice a year
to overview and give impulses to Waldorf education worldwide.
The first is to take hold of the Study of Man lectures, Practical
Advice to Teachers and Discussions with Teachers, in depth and
detail. The second is to plant as many trees as we can; and the
third is to learn to cultivate bees in our school grounds.
The risk of bee extinction is very real around the world and
is an expression of our disconnection from nature and the pollution we are inflicting on it. Losing bees would be a calamity
of huge proportions, for they are the natural pollinators of many
plants, including vegetables. Their hives generate the same temperature as the human body, and in many other ways too they
are intimately connected with us. They are part of who we are.
In this context, I wish to express appreciation for the work
being done in creating school gardens, not only in country
schools but in the cities, and of looking into recycling programs
and sources of non-polluting energy. Environmental awareness
is growing, as it must, and it is important for us to realize that
this meeting with the limits of what nature can tolerate worldwide can unite us all, not in fear, but in creating new solutions.
I do not doubt that these attitudes will gain affirmation from
governments, trusts and universities. It is simply a question of
us recognizing the need for it for the sake of the children’s future
and then acting upon it.

movement as a whole, however, to the extent that we are able to
share and ‘cross-fertilize’ what each group takes in and develops.
Especially in the area of high school we must work together,
and that is why the decision was made at a meeting during the
Zhengzhou conference for a centralized training course to be
established which is in touch with all the schools preparing for
high school, with access to good tutors from around the world.
Part of the idea is for the course to move from one center or
school to another, just as bees do as they fly from one flower
to another.
This does not stop other centers organizing their own courses
as well, but I believe we will all benefit if there is a course that
is a vehicle for high school teachers and trainees from around
China to come together with their experiences and questions.
This is still in process and I invite your feedback.
6) East China Training Course
In all our sub-groups great efforts are being made and I
hope you will enjoy reading the reports sent by the leaders of
each of them. The Teacher Training group has been very active
and through its dynamic action not only has CTA (a voluntary
association of teacher trainers) come into being, but also a new
teacher preparation course in East China, which I have been
asked to coordinate.
My goal in doing so will be to draw together the qualities of
the different schools and locations in the region and the experience of different teachers, within the light of Anthroposophy.
I have known the schools in this region since they began and
am aware of the struggles they have been through. I am grateful
to the teacher training group for bringing these diverse communities into a common process. My task will be to build on
this and explore it in more depth and detail. It will be another
expression of Diversity within Unity.
I also wish to add that CTA was born out of the co-working
of CWF with the main teacher training centers. I believe it can
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Some schools in China are committed to being in cities,
where there is so much need. Others are finding or being offered
beautiful properties in rural areas and are investigating organic
and anthroposophically inspired school architecture, appropriate
to the landscape and culture.
The need for taking positive, creative action with respect to
the environment is growing every day.
All of this has financial implications as well and there is no
doubt that we are standing at a crossroads. We need to find new
ways of attracting the finance to help support these necessary
developments in schools, pedagogically, administratively, socially
and environmentally. Actually, these things are interconnected,
and we will look at them all at the AGM/TPS in Wuxi.

Characteristics of a Waldorf School, a larger document created by the International Forum for Waldorf Education, is in
the process of being translated and we will let you know when
copies in Chinese can be obtained.
I believe we have made good progress since my last report,
but there is still so very much to be done. I can see that expectations of CWF are growing all the time, and it is frustrating
that we have not been able to meet them all fully. We still need
more clarity in our processes, more financial resources and more
people to help us. We ask you to realize that WG members are
already extremely busy in their schools, in addition to the extra
commitments they take on in CWF. It is a continuing task for
us as a group to be proactive with respect to all that is happening so rapidly in the Chinese Waldorf movement, but it is a
wonderful task too. Like everyone else, we are learning all the
time, for every situation is new. It is undoubtedly the case that
those who take on most responsibility and commit themselves
to action most strongly are the ones who learn the most.
To help meet our needs in many areas, I am very happy to
announce that Chen Lin from Zhuhai has joined us as a second
full-time secretary, alongside Guan Qu who now has a whole
year of experience behind her. I am deeply impressed by how
well these two ladies, though living far away from each other,
are working together. Both have good administrative experience
and are strongly motivated in the work that confronts them.
Through this expansion, many things will become possible
which until now have eluded us. One is our new website, which
is finally underway! It is being created by two parents of Zhuhai
Chuntong School in collaboration with the two secretaries.
Our intention is for it to be on the one hand a site for formal
presentations about Waldorf education, and at the same time a
resource bank for teachers, parents and administrative staff in
the schools. It will also be a space for us to announce our policies and guidelines, and for news about coming events. We are
being helped by co-workers in the Goetheanum in Switzerland,
who recently created their own resource website, and we will of
course also have links with schools, colleges and research centers
around the world.
Final Words
More clearly now, people are beginning to recognize that
working on oneself and seeking to understand and work with
others is the basis of our future on this earth. If goodwill prevails
in the Chinese Waldorf movement and we are able to create a
culture of self-learning, professional research and trust, many
things will become possible which would otherwise be impossible. Perhaps I can say, we are learning to believe in the impossible - or, more precisely, in the ability of us all to transform the
impossible into something entirely new that could not have
happened without the difficulties.
I thank all who are walking this great journey of learning
alongside us. May your work bear fruit and be joyful!

Update from the CWF Office
We now have guidelines, criteria and policies for a number
of different aspects of school life. If your school has not received
any of them, please inform Guanqu or Chenlin and ask for them
to be sent again. Please also ensure that they are known within
your school. They are as follows:
Guidelines for Foreign Mentors in China
Policy for Mentoring in China
Guidelines for Conducting Meetings
Guidelines for Opening a New School
Guidelines for Opening a High School
Criteria for School Evaluation
Also available are:
CWF History, Goals and Work
CWF Mission Statement
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Chinese Thought

Q: Ningyuan Yu, you have a unique, theatrical teaching
style that students seem to connect with. Please tell about your
early life. What was it like in your school?
I was born in a small town in the countryside outside Nanjing
where I went to public school. Because of the Cultural Revolution, my generation missed out on learning traditional songs and
rhymes that had been passed down aurally through dynasties.
There was always a tradition to dance and sing songs and memorize
rhymes, but the old ones were replaced with new, more political
ones. When I studied to become a teacher I had yet to discover
the traditional songs and folk stories, but I knew they existed.

[First printed in the High Mowing School online Newsletter,
3/31/2016]

Q: How did you become a Waldorf teacher?
I had been teaching high school for seven years when I
realized there was something missing in the approach we were
using. This was not a real education; it was training for an
exam. I felt there should be an opening to reform in China,
that education should not be co-opted by a competition for
wealth. I was accepted in a master’s program in literature and
poetry in Beijing University, where I hoped to get the answer
(to my teaching quandary). Travel was inexpensive in China
at that time (the 1990’s), so after I finished school I began collecting traditional folk songs and rhymes in different parts of
the country to create a book on the topic. It was through the
book that I met (Waldorf educator) Harry Huang, who wanted
to use it as a textbook in his teaching. Harry encouraged me
to pursue Waldorf education. I received my Waldorf teacher
training at Spring Valley, New York and taught Mandarin at
the Princeton Waldorf School and the George School in Pennsylvania. In 1998 we opened Beijing Spring Valley Waldorf
School and Biodynamic Farm, the first Waldorf school and
teacher training program in China.

Pioneering Waldorf teacher and poet Ningyuan Yu.
Pioneering Waldorf teacher and poet Ningyuan Yu recently
taught an elective block in Chinese History and Philosophy – a
vast topic for just one block! Students experienced aspects of Chinese culture through movement, song, art, poetry, mapping and
puzzles. The difference between Chinese thinking and American
thinking, says Ning, can be felt in simple yet profound elements of
daily life, such as the way parts of speech are ordered in a sentence
or the use of numbers in decision-making.
After studying and teaching in the U.S., Ning co-founded
the Beijing Spring Valley Waldorf School and Biodynamic Farm,
one of the earliest Waldorf schools and teacher training courses
in China. Before returning to China at the end of his block in
February, Ning spoke with High Mowing’s communication team
about his teaching approach and his mission to bring Waldorf
education to China.
Fifteen students attended the block, including eight Chinese
students. The consensus was that the experience offered as many
chances to gain perspective and resolve problems as it did chances
to ponder the unsolvable. “It’s awesome,” said Gabe Futterman
‘18 of the class. “It’s not a lecture, it’s really a different way of
teaching. You could see the connection of math to philosophy,
history... and language.” Lilly Doyle ‘16 found the subject profound. “I learned how to have calmness in your thinking. That
is an element in Chinese thinking and history. Also the Chinese
creation story coming down from the gods through dynasties; it
shows humanity’s connection to the divine.” Han Yu Su ‘16, who
is from China, was happy to learn more early Chinese history. “I
hadn’t known some expressions for certain body language, it was
good to learn more.”
The Block was arranged through High Mowing’s International
Student Coordinator Beverly Boyer, who met Ningyuan many
years ago when they taught at Princeton Waldorf School, in
Princeton NJ. “Ning is an impressive person with an impressive
resume,” she said. “He remains one of the most effective leaders
of Waldorf in China. Not only is he a steadfast pragmatist, he is
also a remarkable visionary.”

Q: Your Chinese History and Philosophy course is very
popular here. How do you approach such a deep subject in
a two-week block?
When I say ‘Now we are going to learn the difference
between Chinese thinking and English thinking,’ even the
Chinese students are interested. I begin by examining speech.
There are ‘Chinese muscles’ to pronounce sounds that are
difficult for English speakers. Also, the sequence of a Chinese
sentence is different from an English one; time and place are
more important than the subject or the action. Everything has
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life in Chinese world. In English, ‘it’ is raining in New York
City, for example, but in Chinese, ‘Beijing’ is raining. These
insights are the beginning of understanding. Next I invited the
students to help me solve a mapping problem I am having,
starting with a medieval map I discovered. Along the way were
many interesting problems and conundrums, the solution to
each evoke strategies that may or may not have cultural origins.

really trying to do something. To create an open curriculum
and put traditional Chinese culture back into the curriculum.
Waldorf education is a renewal of culture. The fact that there
is a concern for the environment in Anthroposophy is also
important. A Waldorf school is much better at protecting the
environment. Many people are concerned about this.

Asian Waldorf Teachers Conference
2017 in Chengdu, China
CULTURAL IDENTITY AND INDIVIDUALISATION
IN EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE

Since 2005 every second year we hold a deepening course
together, which became also a festival of mutual recognition,
mutual study and mutual commitment to the spirit of Waldorf
education. This spirit manifested itself first in 1919 in a school
in the south of Germany and since then developed in the most
different forms throughout the world.
Now, close to one hundred years of Waldorf education it
is our endeavor to connect to this spirit as strongly as possible
and to lay the grounds for further healthy and encouraging
development of Waldorf kindergartens and schools in the
Asian region.
The Asian Waldorf Teachers Conference 2017 will be the
seventh conference of this nature and will also close the cycle
of this first set of deepening studies. As in the past conferences
the deepening of our understanding of the human nature of the
child and its development – especially nowadays and under current challenges – will be in the center of our attention. Added
to this, we will offer a wide range of courses for kindergartens
teachers, teachers in the class-teaching elementary years and
subject courses for upper school teachers. We try to engage
many of our colleagues from the Asian countries in order to
make exchange for the specific needs in Asia possible.
The conference will happen in the Chengdu area, place still
to be decided, and start with arrival on the evening of the 28th
of April. The actual work starts on the 29th of April morning
and lasts until the evening of the 5th of May.
We will also have to define, how the cooperation within
the Waldorf movement in Asia will continue after this 7th
conference. And, we would like to invite you to bring your
plans with you.

Q: Some educators find the constant presence of technology, in the form of handheld devices, a problem when
vying for students’ attention. How do you deal with this
problem?
Waldorf education is entering its 100th year in existence.
The students bring something new; new forces and behaviors.
The impulse is to meet the new with inquisitiveness; to discover
how to use that force for good. Technology is not the devil. If
you slow the students down, they will adapt. If you are faster
they will follow. Find a new way to work, be imaginative, more
creative and they will find it boring to look at their phones.
Q: What was it like to start a Waldorf school in Beijing?
How did people react?
There were 12 parents at the first meeting. They were
skeptical. “You don’t have textbooks!’ they said, “How can you
prepare for the national exam?” The mainstream is still going.
But some parents are waking up and realizing there is another
path. They want to try a more developmental, personalized
way through freedom, imagination and creativity.
Q: That seems like a radical change, from focusing on
test scores to a more individualized experience. How do
parents become convinced to consider switching?
One way parents can understand Waldorf is through Anthroposophy, which is heavily influenced by Buddhism. Here
is a spiritual source of insight into their children. They also see
a Daoist view of heaven and earth and people. On the whole
they accept those ideas. The Western approach to education is
gaining validity –that you don’t have to race others to the same
goal, you can be yourself and develop what’s in you. There is
also an international appeal.
Q: What is the tipping point for apprehensive parents?
Waldorf education is at a turning point in China. A lot of
educators are paying attention (to Waldorf ). They see we are

For the Preparatory Group,
Nana Goebel
Zewu Li

Li Zhang

Freunde der Erziehungskunst Rudolf Steiners
berlin@freunde-waldorf.de
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in its wake. Since the dawn
of time, thriving communities have been decimated. In
the aftermath of the river’s
flooding, people and property were buried under layers
and layers of silt. Only a few
of these “hidden cities” have
been excavated. Today, it is
not uncommon for farmers to
dig up bronze vessels as they
plow their fields. These ancient
bronze relics are called oracle
bones, for they are engraved
with long-forgotten Chinese
characters reaching through
time to tell the rich story of a
people and a culture. Throughout the millennia, humans have
learned to live with the mighty Yellow River, digging canals
and building embankments in an attempt to lessen the impact
of its flooding. Doing so required the labor of thousands upon
thousands of people. From this communal effort emerged a
society that values collaboration and connection.
In the autumn of 2015, I had the honor and privilege
of teaching a Spacial Dynamics® Foundation Course in
Zhengzhou, China in conjunction with Guo Yang Shi Fu, a
Chinese Movement Arts and 5 Element master. Located on
the southern banks of the Yellow River in east-central China,
Zhengzhou is the provincial capital of Henan Province. The
area is home to Shaolin Temple. It is also the birthplace of the
Chinese Movement Arts (Kung Fu) and the ancient healing art
of 5 Element. Spacial Dynamics and the Chinese Movement
Arts are complementary modalities. Each supports healthy,
harmonious movement. Both help people support the continuum between their bodies and surrounding space, so they
can reconnect, regenerate, and reintegrate.
While the Yellow River is the River in China, the country’s
ancient healing arts
and its ancient culture,
which arose from the
river’s life-sustaining
silt, form a second,
equally vital river.
Just as the people
along the Yellow River
join forces to ensure
that the waters flow
in a live-giving way,
so, too, do Spacial Dynamics and the Chinese Movement Arts
collaborate to sustain
the flow of health and
well-being.

Creating a River of Healthy Movement
in China's Most Ancient Region:
First Spacial Dynamics® Training in Asia
Kim Le Bas, Portland, Oregon, USA
In China, the Yellow River is called the River. Its waters are
referred to as the Water. Not merely a geographical landmark,
the Yellow River is a Being, an entity that is the lifeblood of a
people and the womb of a civilization. The Yellow River is a
major waterway that flows through the northern plains linking
two mountainous regions, depositing silt in its wake, creating
a fertile delta. This region is the cradle of Chinese culture,
and it is said to be the birthplace of Huangdi, the ancestor
of the Chinese people. The first settled people claimed this
region as their home. There are no hills or valleys here; only,
yellow-gray flatlands and fields bordered by the mountains of
Shandong to the east and the mountains of Shanzi, Shaani,
and Henan to the west.
Since ancient times, people have lived in and farmed these
plains. The Yellow River is also known as China’s Sorrow
because, as it travels from its source in the Tibetan highlands
through the deserts of Inner Mongolia, it traverses through
plateaus and bedrocks covered with thick layers of finely
packed dust.

After traveling 2400 miles it arrives in the plains of northern
China, depositing layers of silt, creating a fertile, yet dangerous,
delta—for while the life-giving silt has enabled communities
to flourish for thousands and thousands of years, the banks of
the river have often overflowed, leaving death and destruction
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of this work, which requires that a teacher maintains constant
self-renewal, transformation and great effort to keep balance.
Many teachers meet hardships and frustration in their practice, but how do the tutors more than 60 years old who came
to China still keep such fresh and vital life forces? Finally we
realized we must put down the root of anthroposophy deeply.
Therefore, with the aim to fully understand anthroposophy,
Jennifer began to inquire of Emerson College whether it is
possible to design an anthroposophical foundation course for
us from a more comprehensive perspective and wider vision,
including anthroposophical theory and its applied fields, to
impart application methods in daily life and work and provide
new possibilities for career planning and life direction, which
will help participants not only to carry heavy burdens but also
enjoy the striving process.
On August 26th, 2015, we formally began Module 1
of the anthroposophy foundation course. 64 participants from
all walks of life joined in, among them several were principals
of large national kindergartens. The feedback showed that
they learned a lot from listening exercises and non-violent
communication, felt more determined, got along with people
more comfortably, communicated with each other more easily,
respected others and themselves.
In Module 2 also 64 participants joined from all
walks of life. More principals of kindergarten came wishing
to apply anthroposophy theory into work. The feedback on
career planning and Goethean observation was that they were
clearer about self-development and knew better how to plan
their own work.
In China many people are looking for new ways
in education. Participants coming to our foundation course
include teachers, parents, engineers, and librarians. At first
they want to know what on earth the anthroposophy guiding
Waldorf education is, and in the courses they begin to learn
about themselves and their own journey.

Toward that end, in January 2016, Valerie Baadh Garrett,
The Movement Academy Co-director and Spacial Dynamics
Trainer, and I teamed up with Guo Yang Shi Fu to launch a
new three-year Spacial Dynamics training program. We offered the Spacial Dynamic’s Level 1 Training Course, Module
1: Development of Space. We taught the Principles of Spacial
Dynamics, gymnastics rolls and falls, the importance of play,
movement observation (teaching and learning for early childhood), and lab skills (dance), and how these complement the
Chinese Movement Arts and 5 Element kinesiology.
Together, we are creating a new river in China—a
river of healthy movement—whose tributaries will flow in
many directions, bringing health and wellness to people
all over this great and ancient land. In doing so, we are
upholding the values of collaboration and connection that
have long sustained the people of the Yellow River delta.
For more information contact: spacialdynamicspacific.com

Emerson Education in China
An Update on Emerson’s Anthroposophy Foundation Program
in China
[First posted on Emerson College Blog, April 2016]
Emerson College is now running two Foundation programs
in China, in partnership with educational centers in Guangzhou and Zhengzhou. The programs consist of six two-week
seminars spread over two years. Here, Binjie Hou, manager of
one of these partner organizations, describes the background
and launch of the program.
“Waldorf education landed in China 11 years ago. One of
the biggest training centers, Guangzhou Waldorf Training Centre
was founded in 2008 by Jennifer
Ouyang, and has educated about
a hundred Waldorf teachers for
Southern China.
Through these years of teacher
training programs, we found that
few participants would indeed
work in the forefront of teaching
and management positions after
graduation, and even fewer who
joined Waldorf schools later were
able to persevere in the long term. It
is a great challenge both physically
and mentally for a teacher to put
into practice such creative education with full vitality, not only in
the content of the learning but also
in the width, depth and intensity
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in their physical bodies, ensuring a healthy relationship with
themselves and all those around them.
A typical landscape main lesson will integrate science, and
arts in the morning, followed by subject lessons connected to
it, later in the day. This ensures that the topics that are taught
the previous day are not only discussed, but are also presented
by the subject teachers from a new perspective, using art, music
and movement. For example in the Astronomy and Boat building lesson students will not only learn about the constellations
in the night sky, the path of the Sun and moon every day, while
building a boat, but will also experience the same within their
bodies when they move like the planets and form the shapes
of the constellations, in the Eurythmy classes, later in the
day. Similarly, in the Oceanography and meteorology lesson,
students will scuba dive to experience the oceans underwater
and relate it to how the four elements earth, water, air and fire
(warmth), affect the weather/climate and the environment in
the world, on a dynamic basis.
Landscape lessons across the year for classes 9-12
in general cover various subjects/skills such as Science,
Math, Geography, Botany, Marine Biology, use of modern
technical equipment, Boat building, Sailing, Surveying,
Scuba diving, Trekking/ camping and living in the natural environment, in different continents across the world.

In line with the title of this foundation course:
“Cultivating Wisdom: Spiritual Science and Social Arts,” we
expect more good content in all modules will be introduced,
and also the theory of anthroposophy will be planted in everyone’s soul to arouse all the joy of being human.”

Experiential Education in the Waldorf
High School Curriculum
Engaging the Adolescent’s Inner and Outer Worlds
P. Jayesh Narasimhulu, Hyderabad, India
The world as we know it is an interconnected eco system
comprised of the mineral, plant, animal and human environments, with a symbiotic relationship to each other. It is therefore essential that this picture forms the basis of an educational
system that is focused on helping the adolescent relate to his
or her inner and outer experiences and make sense of their
destiny in a rapidly changing world. The transition from childhood to adolescence is further accentuated when the teenager
becomes a young adult. This developmental phase is of crucial
importance not only for the individual transiting from being
a teenager into a responsible adult, but also for the world in
which he or she lives.
In this context, the Waldorf curriculum offers an excellent
basis for a harmonious blend of addressing the high school
student’s needs to engage not only engage with himself, but
also with the world around him in a dynamic and active manner. 9th graders in high school are rebuilding their forces and
think in black or white, everything is sharply polarised and
lessons that give them a sense of life and security, are necessary
to bridge this gap and to understand “what” is going on, in the
world. In the 10th grade, students are generally in their own
inner space and need to know “how” the world works and try
to relate to others through this understanding. In the 11th
grade, lessons help the adolescent to listen instead of reacting
to every situation and to answer the question “why” and they
are introduced to the subtle nuances of art and philosophy, to
help them along this journey. At the threshold of becoming a
young adult the class 12 student needs existential answers to
the questions ‘Who am I and what is my task in life? The age
appropriate curriculum in the Waldorf curriculum enables this
process to unfold in a unique and harmonious way for every
student in a Steiner school.
These fundamental questions form the basis of the journey
that every adolescent goes through during the transition from
the teenage years into a young adult. The task of every educator
working with the Steiner curriculum is to open the pathways
for the student to discover that life is good, beautiful and true,
with a sense of wonder and surprise at everything that meets
them from within and without. The Waldorf curriculum’s
strong salutogenic basis helps teenagers incarnate completely

At present the following multicultural main lessons for
students and teachers from different countries, are being conducted in various parts of the world for grade 10-12 Waldorf
students (15-19 years):-

Oceanography and Meteorology– Class 10 /11 – January
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This lesson also includes art, games and movement to offer the
student some time to breathe out every day.
Astronomy and Boat Building – October – South – Class
10-11 - This lesson combines the movement of the stars and
other planetary bodies through the night/day sky with learning how to navigate the seas/rivers using a sextant. After the
morning lesson in Astronomy, they build a 12 feet boat (flat
skiff) and fit an outboard motor, in addition to playing games
and learning to move like the planetary bodies in the Eurythmy
classes. The students and teachers then row/motor the boats
on a river while taking readings of the water depth, flow rate,
contours of the banks to draw a map of the meandering river
through the land.
Botany and Marine biology lessons are also being planned
for students in grade 11 and 12, in the coming year to complement the existing experiential main lesson program.
These experiential lessons connect the elements, nature,
modern technology, while addressing the needs of the growing
adolescent in a symbiotic manner. The multicultural experiences in the lessons in different learning environments across
continents, help Waldorf students connect to the world and
yet remain rooted to their countries of origin. It hoped that
these lessons will help students and teachers from all parts of
the world realize their potential and be able to climb the highest
mountains, dive the deepest oceans, walk in the thickest forests
of their inner and outer worlds, to overcome resistance and
develop courage for an independent spiritual life.

– Andaman Islands, India - The ‘living earth’ lesson offers
participants the understanding of the world we live in that is related to the stars, planetary bodies, the atmosphere, the oceans
and the tectonic plates right down to the core of the earth.
Students are taught various concepts in science, geography and
mathematics, in addition to art, games/bothmer gymnastics
and music that are related to the main lesson. The land and
the oceans is brought into the student’s field of experience by
diving/snorkeling in the sea and walking through beach forests.

Surveying –Class 10 – April/May – India / Australia
-Students are taught the basics of land surveying using theodolites, dumpy levels and other modern equipment. They
apply trigonometric ratios, Pythagoras’s theorem’s and other
mathematical concepts to draw a map of the land they are
surveying. Locating true North and understanding the relation
between the longitudes and the equation of time are also part
of this lesson, besides the teacher reading classics from English
literature either during the lunch period or just before bedtime.

Support for Nepal
Melissa Lyons, Spring Valley, New York, USA
[First printed in the WECAN newsletter 2016]
In Nepal, one of the most poverty-stricken regions of the
world, where over half the children are illiterate, real courage
is needed to bring about change in education. And as always,
the transformation of education begins with the transformation of the teachers.

Computing with Binary Logic and building an Adder
/3D printer – Class 11/12 – July/August – The Netherlands
- How do machines think and communicate with each other
is the central theme of this lesson. Binary logic, Nand/And/
Or gates in chips and other basic topics in computer technology is combined with actually building an adder/ 3D printer.
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Nepali-born Sarita Sanghai, a
Waldorf educator from Hyderabad,
India, is bringing Waldorf early
childhood training courses to the
Kathmandu Valley, where Waldorf
education began 15 years ago, and
to remote regions of Nepal.
C o l l e a g u e s i n t h e Ta s h i
("Hope") Waldorf School in Kathmandu, the Ankuran ("Sprouting
Seed") Waldorf School, the Shanti
("Peace") Waldorf School in Budhanilkanta and the Maitreya ("Future Buddha") Pathshala Waldorf
School in Pokhara, have established an association called WEN,
Waldorf Education in Nepal. They have committed to sending their teachers to the training courses, which will be held
in the Waldorf schools throughout this mountainous country.
Nine months ago, in May 2015, a devastating earthquake
occurred in Nepal and Waldorf initiatives and their communities are still recovering from the devastation and displacement
of families that resulted. Help is needed now more than ever.

Architecture Steiner
Festival of Architecture and the Arts, Philippines 2017
International Organic Architecture Exhibition
Sarri Tapalas, Brighton, England
Architecture Steiner is an activity within the Art Section
focusing on sharing, researching and publicizing architecture
inspired by Anthroposophy, Rudolf Steiner and the search for
wholeness and integration in our environment. The idea that
the next Architecture Steiner conference be held in Asia in 2017
arose directly from our experience of the 2013 conference in
Emerson College, where 1) we had great difficulty attracting
young people, and 2) too many old faces dominated the meeting, and not enough new ones. We asked the questions, “How
can we reach young people who are interested in holistic and
spiritual approaches to architecture and design?” and, “How
can we bring this way of thinking to individuals who are receptive and searching for new ways forward?”
Conference / Festival in the Philippines 2017
In places like the Philippines, there is not only a thirst for
fresh ways of seeing, but a real urgent need. A quick survey of
its approach to the built environment and urban development
presents a dire situation, common to many rapidly developing
Asian cities. This problem cannot be overstated. Even in the
most westernized parts of Asia like thePhilippines, there is very
little understanding of the architectural design process. The
buildings that form the landscape of these cities are thoughtless
imitations of western models, and architects are not trained to
consider the most basic questions surrounding the true needs of
the human being. Style — western glamour — is the primary
concern. An organic, sensitive approach to designing healthy
environments is, as yet, unheard of. In this setting, we propose
to host an international exhibition on Organic Architecture and
a conference/festival program in Manila, guided by Steiner’s
ideas on architecture as a synthesis of the arts and exploring
its transformative power. The themes presented will be further
deepened by a weekend intensive on The Twelve Senses and an
introduction to Anthroposophy, in the heritage town of Iloilo.
English is the main language spoken in the Philippines, mak-

Sarita Sanghai plans to start a Waldorf kindergarten in
Kathmandu in the next year.
Through a special scholarship, Sarita Sanghai was able to join
the Completion Track at Sunbridge Institute, to complete and
deepen her studies of Waldorf early childhood education. She
can take much-needed supplies back to Nepal after sessions in
March and July. Mentors are also needed, as are partnerships
between Nepali kindergartens and Waldorf kindergarten communities. If you are interested, please contact Susan Howard.
A minimum of $3500 is needed to support the IASWECEsponsored training courses in Nepal in 2016.
Please think about how you can help, and offer your generous support when conference baskets are passed around! Or
send a check to WECAN, marked "Nepal".
WECAN Office info@waldorfearlychildhood.org
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Teacher Trina's Message to the First
Graduating 12th Grade Class

ing it ideal for hosting international conferences in Asia. In
addition, the country’s accessibility, affordability and custom
of hospitality are key advantages. The Anthroposophical movement in this country, begun by Alternative Nobel prize winner
Nicanor Perlas with a small group of dedicated colleagues, is
thriving and burgeoning into various fields of activity. Filipinos are a deeply spiritual people, enabling a natural openness
towards matters of soul and spirit. Where Anthroposophy has
taken root — in farming, education, medicine — initiatives
are strongly embraced by small groups and carried forward
in striking and admirable ways, despite the lack of resources.
For many years, Dr Michaela Glockler chose the Philippines
to host her medical conferences in Asia.
We aim to introduce Anthroposophy in the context of
architecture and the built environment. We are working with
the faculty of leading architecture schools, who are committed
to bringing their students to the event. As well as the general
public and delegates from Asia and the west, we will invite
members of local government and influential leaders of civil
society. If we are able to realize a long term program of biannual
events, the potential to influence mainstream thinking towards
designing more humane, life-supporting environments could
make a huge difference to the future of urbanism in the fastest
growing region of Southeast Asia.
We are delighted to report that the leading and most dynamic corporate museum in Manila, Ayala Museum, will be
our venue sponsors for the international Organic Architecture
exhibition and lecture series in August 2017. This extensive
exhibition of photographs, drawings, models and furniture,
presents Rudolf Steiner as one of the main pioneers of Organic
Architecture. It is curated by Pieter van der Ree, author and
lecturer at Alanus University in Germany, as commissioned by
the Iona Foundation in the Netherlands. We are also pleased
to announce that Nicanor Perlas will be a key speaker and
contributor to the event. The Festival of Architecture and
the Arts 2017 in Asia is an initiative of Architecture Steiner
in partnership with Citydesigner, a heritage and townscape
planning consultancy based in London.
Exhibition in the UK 2018
Following plans for an English version of the Organic Architecture exhibition to launch its international tour in Asia
in the Autumn of 2017, we are also exploring the possibility
of presenting this in London in the Spring of 2018.

of Acacia Waldorf School, Philippines
Trina Galvez, Manila, Philippines
[First printed in the Acacia Waldorf School, Newsletter]

The first graduating 12th grade class of the Acacia Waldorf School,
Manila, Philippines.

Dear Acacia Community, we have arrived with our first
batch of senior graduates; A living dream come true in these nine
beautiful young men and women. There are so many people we
must thank for making this day possible… So many pioneer
spirits have accompanied you, Kalachuchi, Class of 2016, along
your journey. And tonight, we thank you, our pioneer class in
particular, for blazing the trail, for making it possible for more
children to enjoy the gift that is Waldorf Education.
My message to you, Kalachuchi; My final chance to speak to
you as Acacia students. You have already heard so much about
yourselves from yesterday’s Gratitude Brunch and this evening’s
event, how many lives you have touched, how awesome you are
as a pioneer class, how much joy, purpose, and direction you
have brought to our lives, and the group of amazing individuals
who have come together to love you and shepherd you, and for
whom we are eternally grateful. You’ve heard it all.
So now, what simple message can I give you that could help
you through the many questions you may encounter as you
continue your journey out of the safe confines of Acacia. Perhaps
just one very clear and simple Truth with a capital T, and that is
simply that YOU ARE SPIRIT. You are a child of God. This
is your true heritage. This is in fact what your entire Waldorf
Education has been about, from K to 12. Through its very rich,
sometimes strange and definitely enlivened curriculum, this is
all we wanted to help you recognize and remember, your true
heritage, that YOU ARE SPIRIT, as Teilhard de Chardin once
said, “…SPIRITUAL BEINGS ON A HUMAN JOURNEY.”
And through this precious human journey we experience the
essence and fullness of LIFE, the most powerful force in the
world, which is LOVE.
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tasks are spiritual) this task
that is yours and yours
alone because you are the
key ingredient, a task that
will lift humanity and create a better world because
YOUR life will have meaning and purpose? Search
for it. If you stay true to
yourself, you will find it. If
it brings you true Joy, that
is the sign. Then pursue it.
Dare to live it. And simply
remain standing in God’s
Light and you will surely
Trina Galvez, co-founder of Acacia
succeed.
We are so proud of Waldorf School and 12th grade
each and every one of you, class sponsor.
dearest Kalachuchi, our
strong, courageous, singular pioneer class. It was truly a privilege to be part of your lives. It has been an amazing inner and
outer journey. Thank you for all the memories, for your trust
and belief in Acacia and your teachers, for your steadfastness.
And thank you for being our flagship. You were a whole school
community’s DREAM COME TRUE. Now it’s time to pursue
YOUR OWN DREAM. We love you and will always be with
you in Spirit. Now take your Light out into the world!

So all the practical tools and subjects, even the maths and
sciences, cooking classes, Eurythmy, the Senior project, the Class
plays, the MLB’s you had to create were all given to you to help
you through this very practical “Real” world without forgetting
your true heritage.
Having been your kindergarten teacher, grade school teacher,
and then high school teacher, some pointers to review before we
send you off:
From your kinder years:
1) Stand Upright. It is good for your spine as well as your soul.
2) Speak with clarity. It does wonders for your mind and your
relationships.
3) Listen - with your mouth closed and your mind open.
4) Everything has its proper home, be they things, tasks, responsibilities, feelings, even people.
5) Wait your turn. It will come.
6) Wash your hands before meals and take care what you put in
your bodies whether this be food, thoughts or feelings. Garbage
in, garbage out.
7) Always give thanks, not only for your meals but for every single
day that you have the opportunity to experience this world as
who you are. Because everything is temporary, ever changing.
So every moment exactly as it is is precious.
8) Remember morning CIRCLE, that safe space where each one
has the opportunity to be a leader and a follower.
9) Sing, dance, PLAY. This is what the SPIRIT needs to feel alive
in this physical body.
10) Hold hands when necessary.
From your grade school years:
1) Keep interested in the world. Be a tourist, always looking
with new eyes and you will never get bored.
2) Remember that everything, every person has a story to tell.
And the world would not be the way it is today without their
story. Everyone matters. Continue to write your original story
knowing that you matter.
And as your High School teacher,
Do Art, and find Art in all that you do. It is the language of the
SPIRIT.
Remember that everything you do, your work, your judgments,
attitudes and perceptions are all SELF PORTRAITS because
they are all reflections of who you are. We are, in fact, transparent beings.
3) From Drama, Shakespeare’s wisdom. “All the world’s a stage
and all the men and women merely players. They have their exits
and their entrances. And each one in his time plays many parts.”
4) And lastly, I bring you back to my favorite block, Parsival,
a transformation from Passion to Compassion, a journey from
Ignorance to Doubt to Blessedness. For Our Calling is Compassion, and our Destination is Blessedness.
“In the quest of the Holy Grail do we wander from land to
land.
In our duty we shall not fail if in God’s Light we stand.” What
a powerful promise!
So our dearest Kalachuchi, we send you forth in Freedom
with one final Question: What is this duty, this task, (and all

2016 Honolulu Waldorf High School
Graduation Address
Phil Dwyer, Honolulu, Hawai'i

Phil Dwyer, 2016 Class sponsor
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We are all the ongoing synthesis of our selves and others.
As the saying goes, it takes a village. Thank you parents, grand
parents, uncles, aunts, brothers, sisters, cousins, friends, faculty,
staff, co-sponsors, class parent reps, donors, supporters and
everyone who has loved, nurtured and taught these remarkable individuals.
Graduates, all of us thank you for sharing the growing of
your selves with us.
The sustenance of family and friends, the growth and care
of flesh and bone, the grappling with thoughts and feelings,
the joy of perceiving and conceiving, the birthing of insights
and doubts, the disciplining of capacities, the trials of wisdom
and foolishness and many other phenomena are met on the
journey of being human.
You will continue to learn and discover and come to understand many things. You will, no doubt, find some things
quite easy and others inordinately difficult. Personalities, group
dynamics, rules and laws (both of physics and society), sympathies and antipathies will stretch and compress you.
As you know, I teach the practical arts. I aspire to be a
pragmatic person. I celebrate the tangibility of the phenomenal
material substances and processes of the physical world. So it
may surprise you to hear me say that one of the most practical
things you can do is completely intangible.
Having been a farmer for some years I have come to think
of being human and walking on this Earth as a kind of being
in the in-between. Between birthing and dying, between love
and heart break, for that matter, between each and every breath.
We carry an “in-between” in our very breasts. We each have
a bit of Earth’s molten magma core and a bit of the blazing sun
at the center of our being…our beating hearts.
Remember your projective geometry lessons with beautiful
weaving intersecting lines? Perhaps lines similar to the lotus
petal designs we saw in the temples of Sri Lanka. Perhaps lines
raying out from points like stars.
Imagine these lines raying out and intersecting from each
of the hearts of every person in this room to every other heart.
What a wonderfully complex three-dimensional projective
geometry, a room full of laser-like heart beams pulsing, intersecting and weaving us together.
What an in-between we live and breathe and have our
being in!
Make the time to go into your warmth center and create
moments of peace in whatever way works for you. I implore
each of you to make this effort of stillness a regular priority in
your lives. It is one of the most practical gifts you can give to
yourselves and the world in which you live.
The world needs your help; not only in whatever occupations you undertake, and problems you seek to solve, but also
in the warmth, levity and compassion you can bring in the
simplest of ways.
Please know that all of our hearts throb and pulse with our
love for you as you go forward to meet your futures.
Aloha dear friends!

A Sense of Place within the
Waldorf Curriculum:

Three Audits of Place, Time and Community (Part 1)

Neil Boland, Auckland, New Zealand
[Abridged from lecture notes and references of three keynote
lectures to the Pacific Rim Waldorf Education Conference,
Honolulu Waldorf School, February 13-15, 2016]

Neil Boland Auckland Technical University, New Zealand
In my thirty-five years of working in and with Waldorf
education on different continents and in different settings, I
find I have become increasingly concerned by what I sometimes see and hear within schools and from teachers. I see
an increasing tendency to make Waldorf teaching a method,
teachers looking for recipe solutions, a growing unwillingness to do original creative work, and the tendency to rely
more on the work of others. This is nothing new and has
been talked about since I was young, but it does seem to be
on the increase. With it comes the danger of a shallowingout of the education and a gradual loss of understanding
and of spiritual insight. From my observation, once a deep
understanding of the education has been lost in a school and
to the institutional memory, once the people who have carried this impulse have left and if it is not passed on or taken
up successfully, it is very difficult to get it back. I know
schools where this is tragic everyday experience.
This was put more strongly by Christof Weichert,
former head of the Pedagogical Section, at a conference last
year in Australia (Cape Byron, July 5‐7, 2016). He gave a
talk called, “What to do with a ninety‐six‐year‐old lady?”
She has since had a birthday and is 97. His opinion was, we
need to have a totally new impulse into which the spirit of
this lady can incarnate. Her time in her current incarnation
is all‐but over. Do not keep her on life support. Accept that
she is dying. If this renewal does not happen, and quickly,
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the best thing to do is to let this venerable old lady pass
away. She has had a good long life. Let’s celebrate it as something fine and of the past. These are astonishingly strong
words from someone who has given his entire life to Waldorf
education and has represented it at the highest level.
Alain Denjean put it clearly in a recent journal from the
Pedagogical Section in Dornach.
The teacher needs to feel free to explore the spiritual
foundations of the curriculum day by day, to put it into
practice according to his or her insight. If this does not
happen, the curriculum first becomes a worn‐out path, then
tradition, and finally a mere list of norms that have to be
adhered to (2014, p. 20).
Where do you stand with this? Your colleagues? Your
schools?
On top of this reliance on tradition, following a worn‐
out path, has come the rapid and remarkable spread of
Waldorf education around the world. This of course started
a long time ago, but progress in recent years is truly extraordinary. This has happened chiefly in Asia, above all in
China. It highlights a further tendency identified by Martyn
Rawson a few years ago. He says:
Waldorf education is being offered in more than 60
countries and is growing rapidly with major new areas of
development in Asia. In the process of becoming global, it
has spread from its origins in Europe, yet it has barely begun
to reflect critically on what this expansion means in terms of
the transmission of ideas into different cultures and different
settings (2010, p. 2).
The expansion in China only emphasizes something
which has affected your country (US) and mine (NZ) for a
few decades now. How well does Waldorf education travel
when it moves out of Central Europe? Rawson’s quote is
reminiscent of something from the opening address that
Steiner gave before the foundation courses of Waldorf education: Foundations of Human Experience, Practical Advice for
Teachers and Discussions with Teachers.
Steiner says:
We want to transform what we can gain through anthroposophy into truly practical instruction … We will practice teaching and critique it through discourse (1919/1996,
pp. 30‐31).
We practice teaching. We are really good at practicing
teaching, but I believe we are not so good at critiquing it
through discourse. For me it is to do with the tendency of
the movement not to reflect and more to feel and to do.
As we all know, reading Steiner and coming to terms with
anthroposophy is hard work. It needs to be hard work. It
has taken me decades to understand some things and many
others I can repeat but have not made them my own. The
danger in this is that we start repeating what other people
say, repeating things as if they are our own opinions, copying what other teachers do. This is understandable and we
are all guilty of it to a degree, but it comes at a price.

I want this conference to act like a grain of sand in your
oyster shell. Possibly irritating, but without the irritant,
no pearls can come into being. I hope it encourages you
to question what you do, what you think, and what you
take for granted. To ‘critique [Waldorf education] through
discourse’ is what Steiner saw as the true function of the
College of Teachers. It would be tremendous if this could
become common practice. I was asked before the conference, how I became an expert on pedagogy of place. I am no
kind of expert. I am just a long‐term Waldorf teacher and
anthroposophist with questions who tries to find out more
and more in the hope of getting some answers. My reward is
usually more questions.
Aengus Gordon, the founder of Ruskin Mill in England, a highly effective center for
adolescents with learning disabilities, puts the expansion of
Waldorf education in stronger terms, questioning whether it
is a form of colonization, establishing settler outposts overseas to bring civilizing influences to those in need of them.
There are many different levels of colonialism, and
not only the economic model but also the spiritual mode,
and it would be imperative in any school right now, in
my view, to actually do its own audit of the time and place
(quoted in Houghton, 2012, p. 70).
This idea of audits I take up over the three lectures. I
also talk about whether this suggestion of Waldorf education
being a colonizing force is justified or not. Acknowledgement that Steiner education will and should look different
in each location appears to be growing. The International
Forum of Steiner/Waldorf Education, the international body
of the Waldorf education movement, recently stated in an
article:
… in taking up the indications Rudolf Steiner gave for
teaching, which for example draw more on western cultural
values, these will need to be supplemented or replaced with
correspondingly valuable content, provided the pedagogical
effect is thereby preserved.
The curriculum … is developed depending on geographical and cultural position, time related and political development as well as general or global lines of
development [sic]. Each school is located in a cultural,
geographical and political space. … Each region and
country has its history, which characterizes world
history from its own vantage point and will also have
its effect on the curriculum.
(International Forum for Steiner/Waldorf Education, 2015, p.
14, emphasis added)
For me this is a ground‐breaking statement from the
Pedagogical Section that cannot be underestimated. It
must be fully acknowledged that there are many teachers
and schools who are undertaking valuable work to localize the Steiner curriculum and teaching for their individual
situations. I am sure comparable steps have been made in
Hawai’i.
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who have all studied Steiner education and anthroposophy,
and who have worked in or send their children to Steiner
schools.
Illustrative statements included that [for Māori, Waldorf schools] “… could be good, but perceptions of the
schools keep many away.” “People [Māori] understand the
spiritual aspect but won’t go [to the schools] if they don’t see
their culture reflected.” There is a “need to see brown faces
among the teachers, parents and students.” Most strongly,
the need to feel “culturally safe” in the school environment
is not always met. “I grieve when I see my son going out to
school every day, though I know this is the best school for
him. When he comes back, he will be a little less Māori than
when he went out.”
Though such a situation is reflected clearly in ‘non‐
Steiner’ literature, I am not aware that the aspect of ensuring
cultural safety for students and families has been discussed
in the context of Steiner schools. Is it a concept you have
thought about? When asked what ‘cultural safety’ might
include, answers encompassed that cultural values would
be clearly respected and promoted through the choice
of languages taught, should be present in every subject,
through the arts, in science, in history (especially), the story
of the land, the choice of poems, pictures on the wall, fables,
myths, biographies and so on.

Sense of Place, a pastel drawing by a conference participant
Cultural inclusion
In 2013, I undertook a small study in New Zealand
with a number of ex‐students who identify as Māori, indigenous New Zealanders, and who were working in Steiner
schools or early childhood settings or who were parents of
children in Steiner schools (Boland, 2013, 2015). All had
studied Steiner education at university and were qualified
teachers. The majority are fluent Māori language speakers.
The study aimed to let the voices of indigenous teachers
from Aotearoa New Zealand be heard as they detailed their
engagement with Steiner education, to explore what drew
them to it and what they see as the commonalities and
differences between their own cultural traditions and what
they have learned and experienced of Steiner education and
anthroposophy themselves.
The participants made many comments about parallels
between their own cultural traditions and what they had
learned of anthroposophy. Comments included that, in their
view, Steiner education is “bringing the spirit [back] into the
material world,” and that “spirituality is the key to Māori
pulling back from the edge.” All participants observed that
Steiner centers and schools offer a “lived spirituality” and
the education has a deep connection to the natural world
and ecological values. They all mentioned that, in their
view, this “lived spirituality” is stronger in Steiner education than other educational movements, including Māori
language immersion schools. One participant stated that, in
their view, Māori culture and anthroposophy walk side by
side, “in tandem,” “not the same, but travelling in the same
direction,” and that in Steiner education there is “a breadth
of thought, a bringing together of many streams which can
appeal not only to the west.” There already exist initiatives
within indigenous communities to combine aspects of Waldorf pedagogy and indigenous knowledge. Adding Hawaiian knowledge to this growing conversation would greatly
enrich it.
At the same time, the participants gave strong critiques
and valuable insight as to views of Māori experiencing Steiner education in New Zealand. I stress that these are people

Sense of Place, by conference participant
Critique
Finally, the participants of this small study spoke about
their perceptions of the values and attitudes of the Steiner
communities with which they were familiar. They were
emphasized that this was not a criticism of Steiner education
as such or of anthroposophy but of observations of individuals with human failings. There are of course at least as many
exceptions to all of these comments as there are instances.
Qualities mentioned which had been encountered were
that individuals could appear:
§ mono‐cultural
§ Eurocentric
§ middle class, privileged
§ unquestioning, over‐reliant on tradition
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progress has been made (Taikura Rudolf Steiner School,
2015). It can be argued that their experiences are only
of local interest and relevant only in the isolated New
Zealand context. However, it may be of value for schools
and communities to look at their own situations, identify
non-majority groups and assess the degree to which their
viewpoints, histories, cultures and customs are present in
the classroom. The questions are undoubtedly relevant to
minority groups in New Zealand who are not Māori. The
diversity which is taken for granted in Auckland is becoming more the case in other locations. Within the Waldorf
curriculum, are some attitudes and values privileged above
others (as claimed by some friendly academics such as de
Souza, 2012) and has this been a conscious decision?
Three streams
Ida Oberman identifies three streams, three approaches to Waldorf education in her book The Waldorf movement
in education from European cradle to American crucible
(2008):
1. Purist – keeping to the given path, being ‘faithful’
to traditions and practices which have been built up over
the decades – over‐reliance on tradition which can lead to
a perceived lack of flexibility and eventually the danger of
dogmatism.
2. Accommodationist – developing hybrids between
‘Steiner’ methodologies and new pedagogical styles and
language. Can lead to the creation of something not
necessarily recognizable as education based on the work of
Rudolf Steiner – sticking wings on a caterpillar rather than
undergoing an authentic metamorphosis (Boland,2014)?
3. Evolutionist – adapting to local situations, changed
contexts and a different century.
Involves going back to the indications Steiner gave a
century ago and seeing how they can be used in the twenty‐first century in utterly different settings than originally
given. Guidelines for this need developing.
All teachers use all three approaches. Each school
embodies them in a different combination. It is useful to
recognize where each of us places priority; to identify if
we work in a school which has as an underlying gesture of
purism, of accommodationism or of evolutionism; to assess the approach we ourselves have most sympathy with.
The stereotypes are easy to follow. If we do not want to
stick wings on a caterpillar, what might a true metamorphosis look like? What might it involve? So how do we go
about this metamorphosis? What do we do to try to create
a contemporary, Hawai’ian butterfly?
Immediately leaping into solution mode is not going
to help. We first need the questions. I believe that Gordon’s suggestions provide a starting point.
… it would be imperative in any school right now, in
my view, to actually do its own audit of the time and place
(quoted in Houghton, 2012, p. 70)

§ disinterested in others with no real impulse to understand
§ more interested in distributing knowledge than in
learning from others
§ unconsciously arrogant
§ “guardians of the truth”
§ able to be plural and diverse, but hold themselves back
Steiner education and decolonization?
This led to interesting conversations about how the participants experienced that Steiner education has developed
since it was introduced to New Zealand from Europe some
65 years ago. Has it adapted smoothly and appropriately
to local surroundings and peoples or has it more sought
to bring with it ‘foreign’ values to a new land and to what
degree is this suitable? It is not an easy question to address.
To a degree it is reflects the history of the modern country of
New Zealand.
Is it time to speak of the need to de‐colonize Steiner
education? In New Zealand, colonization and decolonization are terms which have emotional power. I write from a
country with a contested history of colonization by Europeans and which is striving to become a post‐colonial one,
challenging and destabilizing the dominance of pākehā
(European) thought and privilege. Gordon (above) talks of
‘spiritual colonization’ in the context of Waldorf education
which raises the question to a still higher level.
Any standard book can give an account of what the
characteristics of a dominator culture include (e.g., Smith,
2012). It has been said in New Zealand that the expansion
of the Waldorf movement into ‘new’ countries holds too
many parallels for comfort. I say this not to denigrate the
Waldorf movement but to investigate and examine what
is done so that Steiner education can truly expand beyond
its European beginnings to become a thriving, healthy and
representative global movement.

Sense of Place, by conference participant

Transferability
This study was undertaken with a group of Māori in
my part of the Pacific Ocean. New Zealand schools have
worked with this study for several years now and real
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country or landscape, but which are exotic or just plain not
there where they live. How does this affect the child’s sense
of place, of identification with where they have chosen to
incarnate? What sense of place are these non‐local resources
establishing? Is there a disconnect here which needs discussion? To what degree are we ourselves disconnected from our
environment? We all come with different histories, backgrounds and identities. If we go back three hundred years,
no all of our forebears would be living surrounded by the
Pacific Ocean. To what degree are we ‘of the place’? In colonized countries that raises all manner of questions. If there
is a disconnection, is this alright, or do we need to question
our practice and mindsets, and potentially do something
about it.
I find it helpful to turn the tables mentally to see things
in a different light. If, like your current president, Steiner
had been Hawaiian, and if Waldorf education had been
initiated and developed in Hawai’i, and then at some point,
decades later, schools began in Germany, how would all
those Hawaiian songs, hula, stories, fables involving Hawaiian animals and birds, myths, and so on be received? If
history was taught in Europe using Polynesian migration as
a reference point? How appropriate would it be?
I am completely sure that you as a movement have
made steps in this direction, but, unless schools in Hawai’i
are more ahead of the game than I realize, I imagine there is
still work to do.
There is something else which I would like to mention here. Last year I had to write a university course on
Education for Social Justice and of course had to do a huge
amount of reading as it was not something I knew a lot
about. While writing this mainstream course for undergraduates, I was the whole time using it as a lens to look at
Waldorf education – how does Waldorf education fare as a
movement for social justice. I found it an instructive process. (For an excellent reference book on teaching for social
justice, see Adams, 2016.)
The ‘hidden curriculum’ was a term coined by Benson
Snyder (1970). It has come to refer to the values, norms,
attitudes and beliefs unconsciously transmitted within the
classroom and the school environment. It happens all the
time outside the classroom too of course but that is beyond
our remit. It is not to be found detailed within a curriculum
document or in lesson plans but forms a significant aspect
of learning in every school. It is not possible to avoid it.
Within its scope fall relationships, the way we talk to people,
power structures, authority structures, the use of language,
choice of teaching material, songs, poems, images, messages children receive about gender values, cultural values,
the teaching of history and many others (Freire, 2000). It
covers which songs are sung (and which are not), which
(and whose) poems are chosen, what images go on the walls
(and what do not), which group is asked to answer questions more than another, whose history is taught and whose

Sense of Place, by conference participant
Audit of place
Waldorf education has been acknowledged by academics as being the first ‘place‐based’ pedagogy. Place‐based
education, or pedagogy of place is nowadays a movement
which understands the students’ local community and
surroundings as one of the primary resources for learning.
Thus, place‐based education promotes learning that is situated in what is local. It is experiential, ‘real’, in tune with nature, with the community, in touch with the history of the
location, the environment, culture, economy, literature, and
art of a particular place. Students become familiar with and
learn through interacting with what is immediately around
them, be it their garden, schoolyard, neighborhood, town
or community. According to this pedagogy, grade school students often lose what place‐based educators call their “sense
of place” through focusing too quickly or exclusively on
national or global issues.
That is what place‐based pedagogy is. Doesn’t it sound
like the Waldorf curriculum? We have been doing it for the
best part of 100 years but other people take the idea and
have promoted it as something innovative. Despite this,
the big question for me is, is this what we practice? Are we
a place‐based education? My initial response when I came
across Waldorf in England was, no, it felt German. What
was fine in Germany, was foreign in
England. In the transition to England, the sense of locale
had not been successfully dealt with. How well does Waldorf education travel to English‐speaking countries, to the
United States, to the varied locations where you work? To
what degree can we say that it is still place‐based?
Let us take a child in kindergarten or in class one. Is the
local geographic setting and local flora and fauna reflected in
the choice and content of songs, poems, plays, craft materials and resources, stories, images, etc., or are these frequently
‘imported’ from elsewhere? In this must be included reference to elemental beings and nature forces. This is a really
simple question but which becomes more complex the more
you think about it.
My immediate answer is ‘no’; songs, poems, stories,
etc. are very often imports. Children hear all the time about
things they would see as matter of course in a different
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A Reflection on "A Sense of Place
Within the Waldorf Curriculum,"

is not taught and so on. It is an area of study that has been
extensively mapped over the last forty years, by authors
such Henry Giroux (1983), bell hooks (1994), John Gatto
(2013), particularly concerning how it can disadvantage
minority groups.
I am not aware that the commonly taught Steiner curriculum has been investigated to any significant degree to see
what aspects of a ‘hidden curriculum’ can be identified and
how they manifest. I believe this is where we fall down in
important aspects. It affects the sense of place but I believe
its strongest effect is on community that is where I would
like to deal with it. But it the meantime, consider your
teaching, consider what materials and resources you use and
look at them afresh through the lens of, do they spring from
where the child is? This is much more relevant to younger
children. As you know, from class five onwards, there is a
gradual expansion of awareness in the curriculum, but how
many of you teach at class four or below? Think about main
lesson blocks you have planned and taught, or a sequence of
main lesson blocks that are taught over the course of years
– are they irrefutably of the place? Do they support child
experience or confuse it?
Don’t be afraid of thinking, I’d quite like to be able to
change X but I don’t know how. Beware of going immediately into solution mode (which, being practical people, we
tend to do). I have been working out what the questions
might be for three years. The answers will come later! Identify what for you are the questions first. Jot them down.
Does the Waldorf curriculum you teach, which you
have seen taught, ‘grow out of ’ the land your feet are on or
is it more imposed on it from somewhere else? Think about
the original school and the curriculum that was given. Did
it ‘grow out of ’ the land and situation or was there any sense
of it being imposed on it? Is there a tension between the
hidden curriculum of ‘traditional Waldorf ’ content and the
child’s lived experience in her environment under tropical
skies in the middle of the Pacific? Especially in the early
years and lower part of the school before the curriculum
outlook has begun to broaden out into the world. If there is,
how do you see that being addressed? How can we make it,
that the birds a child hears when she wakes up, what she sees
out the window, on her way to school, walking down the
street is then reflected and supported by what goes on in the
classroom?
For me, considering those questions will help you gain
some kind of appreciation of how Waldorf education can
respond to a sense of place.

Three Audits of Place, Time, and Community.

Lee Wood, Honolulu, Hawai'i

In February, 2016, the Honolulu Waldorf School hosted
an inter-island teachers’ conference with guest speaker Neil
Boland, from New Zealand. I would like to share my reflections
on his talks given over the three days of the conference, and I
am assuming that you have read Neil’s lecture notes included
in this magazine.
As an early childhood teacher at the Honolulu Waldorf
School (HWS), I am part of a department that includes eight
teachers who are continually examining the ‘what’ and the
‘how’ of teaching young children in Hawaii. We have lively
discussions, in which we are free to disagree, about how to meet
the needs and to remove the obstacles presented by the children
currently enrolled in our classrooms. We question whether
the Waldorf curriculum is relevant and whether our teaching
skills are effective for these children. Consequently, I received
Neil’s talks with great enthusiasm, as I found them to affirm
my feelings, stimulate my thoughts, and inspire me to action!
The lecture about PLACE confirmed my feelings that many
Waldorf early childhood (EC) traditions, such as celebrating
St. Nicholas clothed in a fur coat and hanging a picture of
the Sistine Madonna in every EC classroom, were simply
not relevant in Hawaii. Hawaii is full of indigenous and
multi-cultural celebrations as well as local art that could be
more suitably included in the curriculum for young children.
While my colleagues and I have certainly worked to include
the local culture and place within our curriculum content, we
have much work to do to become ‘evolutionists’ and create an
entirely place-based education!
The idea of creating a predominately place-based-education
for young children, age-appropriate and inclusive of the indigenous Hawaiian culture as well as so many other cultures
living in Hawaii, stimulated my thoughts: what an exciting
TIME this is to be alive! I have the privilege of guiding these
young children towards loving, respecting, and preserving
this incredible place, at this time when the environment faces
continued degradation through unsustainable uses of resources
and living patterns. Can we learn to live sustainably on this
land by adopting indigenous ways of relating to the land and
working with the environment? I think this is not only pos-
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As I approach my 70th birthday, I am moved to sketch in
outline my view of the meaning and purpose of art in human
life. I share Schiller’s view that art performs a spiritual service,
but what does that mean exactly? In my early years as an artist,
I would have naturally aligned myself with a “self-sufficiency”
or art for art’s sake view of art. Only over time have I come to
appreciate and identify with the view that art has “some worthy
agenda outside itself, some socially redeeming purpose,” as Suzi
Gablik describes it:
“….the art world has bifurcated into two completely different aesthetic paradigms that differ sharply in their views about
the meaning and purpose of art. In the first instance are those
artists who continue to proclaim the self-sufficiency of art…
In the second instance are those artists who want art to have
some worthy agenda outside itself, some socially redeeming
purpose. The battle lines over the proper function of art are
more sharply drawn these days than ever, and the war is by
no means over.”
			Suzi Gablik, Has Modernism Failed
To articulate clearly and succinctly this “worthy agenda”
and “socially redeeming purpose” is no simple matter. For
myself, it has been a slow and incremental process over decades as I gain a glimmer here and an insight there. Recently,
new perspectives have come my way that fill in and unify the
separate threads of my insight, weaving them into a more
comprehensive tapestry.
Suzi Gablik continues with a description of the “dominant paradigm” of the art world in a way I find insightful and
helpful:
“In Western culture, artists aren’t encouraged to be integral
to the social, environmental, or spiritual life of the community…Instead they learn to be competitive in the marketplace
with their products…Artists are identified as winners or losers
in the success game, and “professional recognition,” in the form
of brisk sales and positive reviews…Anyone who wants to
change the tides of where our civilization is headed needs first
to look at the Big Picture—and then to become conscious of
how profoundly they have internalized the values and dictates
of the dominant paradigm.”
I ask myself, how profoundly have I internalized the values
and dictates of the dominant paradigm? I suspect more than
I would like to admit. By the objective measure of “brisk sales
and positive reviews”, I can claim only modest success. And
yet, I have had too many meaningful and inspiring experiences
as a creative artist and art teacher to feel anything remotely
like a failure. This is where the path I have taken diverges from
the highway of the mainstream art world. I cannot deny that
I want people to see and value my work but not to satisfy a
need for personal recognition. I want the work itself to gain
recognition so that it can do “the spiritual service” of enriching the lives of other people. This is the spiritual service of art
that in my view is also the socially redeeming purpose of art.
In stark contrast to such a purpose, Simon Doonan paints
a vivid picture of the forces at work in today’s art world:

sible, but entirely necessary and relevant for children living
here today.Neil’s presentations were inspirational, leaving me
with the desire to access and include the Hawaiian culture and
COMMUNITY within the early childhood curriculum. HWS
has a thriving school-wide Hawaiian-studies program, but the
youngest children are not included due to time constraints and
appropriateness of curriculum. After hearing Neil speak, my
colleagues and I felt impelled to create more stories and circletime activities which would reflect the varieties of cultures in
our place. At the same time, we wanted to create curriculum
content material that preserved the pedagogical intent indicated
by Rudolf Steiner for the age of children in our care. With
this in mind, our intention for the coming school year is to
study one of the lecture series for teachers by Steiner during
our weekly department meeting. Our hope is to transform
the curriculum for young children into being relevant at this
time, in this place, and for this community while staying true
to the developmental principles that connect the child’s spirit
with the material world.
Twenty-seven years ago I took up the process of becoming a
Waldorf teacher, delighting in the idea that this education was
revolutionary. Over the years, my inner-revolutionary has faded
and diminished, perhaps due to laziness on my part in keeping the feeling and understanding alive. Now, with the idea of
renewing Waldorf education to be culturally relevant to place,
time, and community, I am re-inspired to re-ignite that fire!

The Spiritual Service of Art:

The Meaning and Purpose of Art in Human Life

Michael Howard, Amherst, Massachusetts, USA

“Utility is the great idol of the age to which all powers must
do service and all talents swear allegiance. In these clumsy
scales the spiritual service of art has no weight. Deprived of all
encouragement, true art flees from the noisy mart of our time.”
Friedrich Schiller, On The Aesthetic Education of Mankind, 1793
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and balloon forms may not move physically down or up, but
they evoke the feeling of downward and upward movement.
Similarly, we can speak of an orange yellow as feeling warm
and a green yellow as feeling cool, knowing full well that this
has nothing to do with the warmth or coolness of the physical pigment. But what are we referring to? Our experience of
warm and cool colors is more akin to the non-physical warmth
and coolness we feel radiating from a person’s eyes or their
general body language.
The downward/upward quality of form, the warm/cool
quality of color, as well as a warm or cool gaze, are all examples
of qualia. The word “qualia” is not new, but until recently, has
not been widely used. There is considerable controversy and
debate around its meaning and significance, nevertheless, the
following definition offers us a good starting point:
Qualia: the internal and subjective component of sense perceptions; a quality or property as perceived or experienced by a
person; from Latin, qualis ‘of what kind.’
The classic example of qualia is the redness of red. The
physical red pigment is not a qualia but the non-physical
feeling of redness is (1). Every sense impression, and thus
every artistic medium, has both a physical and non-physical
dimension. In one sense, the term ‘qualia’ is a synonym for
‘qualities’. In everyday use, it is simpler to speak of the warm
‘quality’ of redness. However, the term “qualia” is worth knowing because it is being used more widely in psychology and
mind/consciousness studies, most notably, in relation to the
so-called “hard problem of consciousness.”
No one denies the experience of qualia, but what is hotly
debated is summed up in two questions: Are qualia merely
a subjective illusion relative to the objective reality of neuron
activity in our brains and nervous system? Or are qualia the
non-physical substance of consciousness that is a self-sufficient
reality independent of matter?
The prevailing scientific notion is that mind, consciousness and our whole inner life is the by-product of purely
physical forces and processes. This view has become so firmly
entrenched that it is underlies not only science and technological innovation, but also politics, economics, education and
the arts. By contrast, there are scientists and other thinkers
today who counter this materialistic worldview with the view
that consciousness and mind are independent of the material
processes of the brain—comparable to the way the content of
a radio is not created by the radio but is only transmitted by it.
Furthermore, they see our experience of matter as belonging to
one mode of consciousness among many. Physical consciousness knows physical reality while other forms of consciousness
know other realities that by definition are non-physical.
Strictly speaking, “quale” is the singular form and “qualia”
is the plural. However, I agree with Deepak Chopra that it
flows better to use “qualia” for both singular and plural.
It goes beyond my purpose here to enter further into the
particulars of this debate, but one additional point will bring
me to my purpose. It is important to emphasis the fact that

“How did the art world become such a vapid hell-hole
of investment-crazed pretentiousness? How did it become,
as Camille Paglia has recently described it, a place where “too
many artists have lost touch with the general audience and
have retreated to an airless echo chamber”? There are sundry
problems bedeviling the contemporary art scene… art has
become completely pickled in the vinegar of COOL, and that
is why it is so irrelevant to the general population.”
Simon Doonan, Why the Art World Is So Loathsome?
http://www.slate.com/articles/arts/doonan/2012/11/art_basel
Today, as the US election cycle ramps up, it becomes increasingly evident to a growing number of people, here and
around the globe, that civility, if not civilization is teetering on
the brink of collapse. With growing desperation, many people
are looking for a way out of the social quagmires that are dragging us down. Rather than a counter force, the contemporary
art world is an integral part of the problem. Both the art world
and our political-economic system no longer reflect or serve
the fullness of our humanity. Both have “lost touch with …
the general population.”
If we are to maintain any semblance of civility and civilization at home and around the globe, each one of us must
awaken and draw upon a deeper layer of our humanity. The
gathering clouds of impending catastrophe will not dishearten
us if we see that they harbor the quenching rains of new life.
The challenges before us are daunting, but they offer each of
us the opportunity to take “one small step” that collectively
amounts to “one great leap for mankind.” This step depends
on availing ourselves more fully of the spiritual service of art.
The juxtaposition of two sets of forms can help us see the
spiritual meaning and purpose of art more concretely:

The two arrow forms on the left are universal signs conveying the idea of direction, in this case, down and up. With the
two roundish forms on the right, it is natural for us to think,
“teardrop” and “balloon”, or something similar. While such
names are both appropriate and helpful, another dimension
reveals itself when we compare what is different about these
two sets of forms. Both sets convey the idea of “down” and
“up”, but only the “teardrop” and “balloon” forms evoke the
feelings of “downwardness” and “upwardness”. The teardrop
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qualia bridge what we experience as the separate realities of
the outer and inner worlds—for example, that there is both
outer warmth/coolness and inner warmth/coolness. Qualia are
a bridge between physical and non-physical reality, between
the physical world and the worlds of soul and spirit.
From this brief overview of qualia, I would like to speak, at
first personally, about the significance of qualia for human life:
For some forty years, my artistic work has been rooted in
the perception of qualities of color and form. However, my
recent discovery of the efforts to develop a science of qualia
gives my creative activity new focus and direction. In the first
instance, it makes it clearer than ever before that my artistic
activity is a way for me to deepen my capacity to experientially
know the world of non-physical qualities, or qualia. Essentially,
the contemplation of qualia is my spiritual path. Furthermore,
I see that my work with qualia plays a large part in making me
a better person, better able to serve the world, for example, by
strengthening my capacity to be empathic.
Awakening to the world of qualia also sheds new light on
the significance of paintings and sculptures in general. When
others view my artwork, they have an opportunity to deepen
their own experience of qualia. I see this as the spiritual service of both my own art and that of many other artists. By
entering into the qualia of color and form in paintings and
sculptures, people can be lifted out of everyday material reality into the spiritual dimension of both their inner selves and
the outer world.
If becoming aware of the world of qualia opens up a new
purpose for creative activity and the subsequent viewing of
art, it naturally follows that new ways of presenting works of
art must be developed in order for them to be fully effective
in their spiritual service.
Art exhibitions as we know them arise from one set of

values and purposes, namely, the desire for “brisk sales and
positive reviews”. If we want works of art to better serve the
spiritual deepening of people’s experience of qualia, then new
cultural, social and economic forms must be developed.
See Current and Future Initiatives for a brief description of
some initiatives that I am working on, or envision, as part of
my effort to realize this contemporary vision of the spiritual
service of art. May the views and creative impulses I outline
here serve as a stimulus for further dialogue. Even better, may
they stir the will of others to take initiatives either together
with me or on their own.
Current and Future Initiatives
Book/Catalogue
I am working on a book that contains a representative
collection of my drawings, paintings and sculptures with an
accompanying text. This book can stand on its own, but also
serve as a catalogue for a retrospective exhibition. In a certain
respect, it also is a visual biography of my life as an artist, but
I intend it to be more than this.
Schooling the Artist in Each Individual
Through viewing examples of my work, my intention is
to introduce others to a deeper way of looking at and experiencing paintings and sculptures. In introducing this way of
looking at and experiencing works of art, I want to show how
artistic capacities can be developed and exercised by every
human being in all spheres of life, not only by artists creating works of art. My purpose is to show that every human
being can develop artistic capacities in the same way we all
develop through education the scientific capacities of learning
to measure, count and weigh, as well as think logically and
mathematically.
From a Quantum Society to a Qualia Society
My work as an artist and writer is in large measure
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concerned with researching the perceiving and experiential
knowing of qualities, or ‘qualia’, of color and form. At the
heart of my work is the question: How can the perception
of ‘qualia’ compliment the perception of ‘quanta’? How can
our quantum society be transformed into a qualia society, in
order for our full humanity to unfold more fully?
Qualia Art Centers, Qualia Galleries, and Visual Concert
Halls
These perspectives have led me to the idea of creating
qualia art centers and visual concert halls. Qualia art centers
would engage in qualia research and foster qualia awareness
through lectures, workshops and courses. They would also
serve as archives of relevant artistic work and qualia research.
A qualia art center would include a qualia gallery with practical
examples of qualia phenomena that aim to stimulate young
and old to be more attentive to qualia in their everyday lives.
Visual concert halls would be dedicated spaces comparable
to performing art concert halls, designed to support deeper
encounters with visual qualia that nourish and develop the
human soul and spirit, just as music, drama and dance do.
Additionally, visual concert halls would include one or more
visual art contemplation rooms, akin to meditation rooms or
chapels, especially designed to be conducive to a more contemplative engagement with the qualia of visual works of art.
In summary, I am exploring the following initiatives with
interested individuals and institutions: a retrospective exhibition and catalogue; establishing a qualia art center with a qualia
gallery and archive that would contain my own and other
artist’s work and artistic qualia research; designing and building a visual art concert hall and art contemplation room in a
new or existing facility; gaining financial support for artistic
qualia research.

Interior of the Grand Lodge in Tokyo, Japan.
Although there is an academic debate as to whether the precise
geographical establishment of the original fraternity in the form
we know it today was in Scotland or England, the foundation
is a fascinating part of British social and intellectual history.
One of the myths surrounding Freemasons and Freemasonry is that it is a secret society. However, even as the
Freemasons say themselves, it is ‘not a secret society but a
society with secrets.’ While the fantasy surrounding secrecy
provides Freemasonry with the mystery it harnessed to grow
membership and spread throughout the world, the reality is
that information with respect to its rules, rituals, participants
and other various aspects can be accessed by anyone seeking it.
The archives of the Library and Museum of Freemasonry of The
United Grand Lodge of England, the British Library and other
institutions with Masonic collections in various countries can
provide any reader with a vast source of information on this
relatively obscure subject matter. If there is a secret, then one
way to define it would be the actual experience the initiates
and members of Freemasonry undergo as they progress through
levels of ritualistic dramas known as degrees. This is not unlike any other initiation ritual such as a first communion or a
baptism. These degrees instil within the Freemason one form
of moral lesson or another.
A source of confusion for many people when vast sweeping
generalizations are made about Freemasons and Freemasonry
is the way in which the term is defined. Meaning, there is
more than one kind of Freemason historically. In Masonic
scholarship, the two terms that differentiate these Freemasons
are operative and speculative. Operative stonemasons were
those highly skilled craftsmen trained in the actual guild of
stonemasonry who were responsible for the construction of
complex structures such as castles and cathedrals. Logically, the
apprentice mason was the less-skilled member of the craft and

Michael Howard may be contacted at:
livingformstudio@gmail.com

Speculative Freemasonry: Parallels
with Anthroposophy?
Pauline Chakmakjian, Honolulu, Hawaii
Many are familiar with the fact that Rudolf Steiner was
a member of Freemasonry, but few understand exactly what
Freemasonry is and why someone like Steiner would have been
interested in such an organization. There are approximately six
million Freemasons worldwide, the vast majority of them being
in Western industrialized countries such as the United States,
Great Britain and European nations. In fact, Freemasonry
exists in virtually all countries in some form or another except
in countries that specifically forbid it such as Saudia Arabia.
However, this does not mean that even in such countries,
meetings are held in private unbeknownst to the authorities.
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in the case of female Freemasons, The United Grand Lodge of
England will diplomatically state that they are ‘acknowledged’
but not recognized.
There are many reasons why people decide to become
Freemasons for a combination of the following reasons: social,
intellectual, spiritual and charitable. Freemasonry involves
much wining, dining and camaraderie that stems from the
convivial tradition of salon culture developed during the
eighteenth century during which friendships would be struck
amidst the backdrop of demonstrations, lectures and exhibitions about various artistic, cultural and scientific pursuits
and curiosities. The focus in some countries such as France
is more on the intellectual aspect of Freemasonry since some
of its moral lessons are occupied with knowledge, philosophy
and education. Some members perceive Freemasonry as an
aide in their spiritual appreciation and development, and as
an extension of this, some countries like the United Kingdom
and the United States place a particularly strong emphasis on
charitable giving and public works carried out by Freemasons
to help improve society. Two reasons candidates ought not to
have in mind when considering membership is to further their
commercial interest or to assist in any political involvement.
In reality, many people so indeed become members to expand
business, and those countries with a strong tradition of binding
their Freemasonry closely with politics are deemed irregular by
the United Grand Lodge of England.
Freemasonry is often described by their members as ‘a
peculiar system of morality.’ It is important to note that Freemasonry is not a religion in and of itself because it lacks the
fundamental elements of a religion in the sense that it has no

only the master masons, being the most highly skilled, could
work on the more delicate and intricate carvings within these
buildings sites. Speculative Freemasons were those members of
the British nobility and gentry who borrowed certain traditions
from this medieval guild of stonemasons and invented their
own esoteric society as part of the ‘moral improvement’ trend
during the European Enlightenment around the beginning
of the eighteenth century. Indeed, the word speculative refers
to the ‘exercise of the mind.’ To make matters just slightly
more complex, there is more than one type of speculative
Freemasonry.
While The United Grand Lodge of England is considered
the ‘Mother Grand Lodge of the world’ because it was the first
ever recorded Grand Lodge to have formed in London in 1717,
it only acts as a model and does not dictate how other countries
ought to administer Freemasonry. Therefore, some countries
adhere to the original rules established by British Freemasonry
and others do not. The original British rules state that the
requirements to become a Freemason are that the candidate
must be male, must be at least twenty-one years of age (though
some exceptions to this exist such as a ‘Lewis’ which is a son of
a Freemason in which case the candidate may apply at eighteen
instead) and believe in a Supreme Being.
In the beginning, it was the case that the ‘Supreme Being’
was the Christian Godhead, but The Constitutions of the Freemasons that contain the rules and regulations of the fraternity
changed over time. Thus, the fraternity first intended to bring
Protestants and Catholics together to form friendships since the
phrase used was ‘regardless of denomination’, second to bring
those of other faiths and Christians to form friendships since
the phrase was changed to ‘regardless of religion’, and finally
to bring any man who professes faith to a source God since the
term used to refer to this entity became ‘The Great Architect of
the Universe.’ This does not mean that Freemasons worship a
composite or some pagan god but that each Freemason tries to
emulate the behavior of the God he believes in. In other words,
‘The Great Architect of the Universe’ could be interpreted as
Christ to a Christian, Yaweh to a Jew or Allah to a Muslim.
Due to the vague nature of the interpretation of ‘The Great
Architect’ it could even be the case that Luciferian Freemasons
exists, so technically the only individual who would not be able
to apply would be an agnostic, although this too is not very
clear in irregular Freemasonry.
The French were the first to break away from these original
British traditions and the majority of their Grand Lodges (some
countries have more than one Grand Lodge) admit women and
atheists as members. When a Grand Lodge and its subordinate
lodges adhere to the original British rules, they are referred
to as being ‘regular’ and those that do not are referred to as
‘irregular.’ When a Grand Lodge and its subordinate lodges
are deemed regular, they are also ‘recognized’ by the United
Grand Lodge of England as they are ‘in amity’ with the founder
institution and the members of such Masonic systems may
visit one another. When a Grand Lodge and its subordinate
lodges are deemed irregular no visitation rights are allowed and

Voltaire’s Masonic Apron from the Collection of the Musee de la
Franc-Maconnerie, Paris , France.
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The Secret to Saving
American Education

one, enlightened founder, it has no sacred text of its own and
it offers no sacraments or salvation. However, it would be correct to state that Freemasonry is a “quasi-spiritual” institution
since it contains some elements found in religious services to set
certain moods like the playing of an organ. Masonic meetings
also possess high levels of formality and ritual, not unlike many
religious customs since the core mission is moral improvement.
This moral improvement is achieved through lessons attained in hierarchical and dramatic rituals known as ‘degrees’.
The first three degrees of Freemasonry are referred to as ‘Blue’
or ‘Craft’ Freemasonry during which a candidate is initiated
into the first degree of Entered Apprentice, passed to the second
degree of Fellow-Craft and raised to the third degree of Master
Mason. Technically, one cannot attain a level higher than that
of Master Mason after one has been ‘raised’ to the third degree,
but this hobby is expansive through the voluntary participation
in so-called ‘side-rites’ like Royal Arch (used to be part of the
third degree but is now a separate organization), the York Rite
and the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of the Thirty-Three
degrees, which actually has very little to do with Scotland and
more to do with France historically.
Beautiful visual devices known as tracing boards act to
prompt and remind candidates as to their next lines and movements during the first three degrees. These boards are full of
Masonic symbols relevant to speculative freemasons and can be
considered works of art. Moreover, Freemasons have produced
other artwork with their symbols such as regalia, jewels, porcelain, glassware, pottery, trench art, Japanese Masonic lacquer
boxes, embroidery, furniture and stained glass.
Various phrases in the English language have been inspired
by Freemasonry, for example, ‘meet on the level and part on
the square’, ‘a square deal’, ‘he’s a Past Master at that’, ‘straight
talking’ and ‘giving someone the third degree.’ Whilst not a
masonic opera, Mozart was a Freemason and added some allusions to Freemasonry in his famous opera, The Magic Flute.
Essentially, the moral lesson of the first degree is an emphasis on faith, hope and charity. The second degree requests
the Freemason to focus on improving his education. And,
in the third degree, the Freemason undergoes an allegorical
murder using the invented masonic story of ‘The Legend of
Hiram Abiff’ (loosely based on the description of the construction of King Solomon’s Temple in the Old Testament of the
Holy Bible) in order to be resurrected and raised to a Master
Mason – a state of greater self-awareness and consciousness.
In other words, there is a heavy focus on introspection, wisdom, strength, beauty, self-improvement and education, not
unlike many elements in the work of philosopher of Rudolf
Steiner. Therefore, it is little wonder that Steiner became a
Freemason. Anthroposophy itself is a system of knowledge
much like Freemasonry and other associations with similar
themes. The overriding commonality is a moral framework
in order to increase human consciousness. Like adherents to
anthroposophy, Freemasons enjoy discussions and explorations
of cosmology, spirituality and other esoterica.

Something Kids Have Been Doing for Centuries
Chris Weller
[First printed in Tech Insider, April 24, 2016]

(Photo by Rodi Said, Reuters)
Picture yourself at the center of an elementary school blacktop. Orbiting you are dozens of children, each of them running
past like tiny, glowing suns. Now ask yourself: How could something so pure possibly need the support of academic research to
exist? Unfortunately, that’s the state American public education
has come to within the last decade.
Armies of psychologists and administrators have banded
together to rectify the disappearance of recess — an enemy of
No Child Left Behind’s preference for testing — and they’ve
used formal research as their biggest bargaining chip. The main
findings: The more play a school gives its student body, the
greater rewards kids see in their character development, academic
achievement, safety, and overall health.
An Oakland-based non-profit called Playworks is leading
the recess revolution. Started by Jill Vialet in 1996, Playworks
is a system of play (not an oxymoron) that schools can adopt
to give unstructured activities a bit more focus. It’s currently in
more than 1,000 schools across the US. When a school hires
Playworks, they get assigned young coaches, typically collegeaged, that teach kids specific games and strategies for cooperating
with one another. The company has more than 300 games in its
library, including nearly 40 variations of tag.
Creating such a robust catalog of games was no accident. According to Vialet, structure is a child’s best friend when it comes
to play. While kids may have a built-in urge to run around and
get dirty, playing with other kids is a social experience, which
means it has to be learned. “Kids are desperate to be taught ways
to get along with each other and be successful in play and school,”
she told the New York Times in 2011. “It hasn’t been taught.”
A 2013 study of the Playworks model from Stanford University found it led to 43% less bullying, 20% higher feelings of
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student safety, 43% more physical activity, and 34% less time
transitioning from recess back to the classroom. A number of
other studies suggest recess can also lead to better grades in
school, regardless of the form it takes.
The fact recess gets put under such a microscope may be a
symptom of America’s much larger struggle to educate kids correctly. Beloved education theorist Sir Ken Robinson — whose
TED talk “Do Schools Kill Creativity?” happens to be the
most-viewed of all-time — believes kids are under too much
pressure to test above their peers. An absence of recess could
simply mark the absence of creativity in schools more generally.
“The problem with conformity in education is that people are
not standardized to begin with,” Robinson writes in his latest
book, “Creative Schools: The Grassroots Revolution That’s
Transforming Education.”
In that regard, the future may be looking up. In December of
last year, Congress passed the replacement bill to No Child Left
Behind — the Every Student Succeeds Act. Contrary to NCLB,
the new law gives states a lot more leeway in how much they
test their students. But what may be even more exciting is that
the law actually requires states to measure student achievement
outside formal testing, be that in how safe the school is or how
engaged the classrooms are. In many ways, these less tangible
metrics are exactly what Playworks is trying to target. Instead of
grades, it will be play that keeps American education relevant.
It was well-known 20 years ago (and in some places never
stopped being well-known) that kids need to be kids. As the
political climate around education finally begins to move
away from standardized tests, that older conventional wisdom
is starting to make a comeback. This time, however, schools
won’t be extending recess from 15 minutes to 30 because of
some whimsical notion that kids should be kids. It’ll be a decision made based on extensive inquiry into the proper route for
childhood development, performed by people with clipboards.
It’ll be play on purpose, not by accident, and millions of kids
will be better off for it.

we were interested. Yes, we are! We are fortunate indeed that
eight students (grad and undergrad) in their 4th-6th
year of architecture studies, will turn their talents on us.
They will be visiting our campus at various times throughout
the spring semester as they develop the project. If you‘re on
campus you may see them measuring and photographing and
they‘ll be talking with students, teachers, staff and others to
learn how our spaces are and are not working for us. They
will also be observing how we use and move in our spaces
around campus and how it might be better integrated into
a whole vision. At the end of the semester they will share
the results of their work and likely make a presentation of
some kind, though these details are yet to be determined.
As a Waldorf parent and as an architect, Professor Snyder
is familiar with Rudolf Steiner‘s contribution to the field of
architecture and this
will be part of what the students study and apply. Click
here for a link to his professional biography if you don‘t know
him. We are very likely to find value in the results of the work
and it will also be a wonderful opportunity for our students to
see college students at work on a project right on our campus.
Prof. Snyder has sent his University of Texas students
to the AWS campus to do a site design, partly because he is
acquainted with anthroposophic architecture and it intrigues
him. They will try to incorporate principles of Steiner’s architecture.  
http://news.utexas.edu/2014/04/14/ut-austin-architecture-professor-awarded-rome-prize
Here is his webpage at the University: https://soa.utexas.
edu/people/vincent-snyder
“ ...they’re actually doing a whole site design due to
Steiner’s indications—whole to the parts. We’ll end up with a
model of the whole site! There will be a presentation of some
kind that we can announce to Friends.”-- Kathy McElveen,
AWS interim school director

University of Texas
Architecture Students
On Campus This Semester
Kathy McElveen, Austin, Texas, USA
[First printed in the Austin Waldorf School Newsletter,
February 2016]
Vincent Snyder, UT Professor of Architecture and AWS
parent, was searching for a ―realistic project for his Advanced
Design Studio. The students are expected to learn the process of developing a design for a client from start to finish
with the intention of the project to be as ―real as possible
in order to have an introduction to the complexities of the
entire design process. He thought of the AWS and asked if
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Why Did Waldorf Middle School
Students Beat Hopkins Engineers at
Their Own Game?

and onlookers shouting advice and encouragement, the girls
smiled, and simply went their own way. Seamlessly, no fuss,
no arguing about one idea over another. They worked together
as a beautifully choreographed dance, and won.
Now this may sound like child’s play, but when you stop
to think that they topped the engineering students from one
of our country’s great engineering and science institutions you
realize there is more to it than that. In an era when so many of
our current and future careers rely so heavily on science and
math, when STEM is the catchphrase of the moment, when
everyone seems to be scratching their heads to come up with
ways to engage our children, especially our girls, in these very
subjects, it is indeed something to know that Waldorf achieves
these enviable outcomes. And it is done without stress, without
untimely pushiness, without diminishing the importance of
all the subjects that are taught in the same kind of cooperative dance the middle school participants illustrated in their
winning teamwork.
And if it still reminds you of child’s play, there is a good
reason. The basis for science, cooperation, communication,
flexible thinking, creativity, risk-taking and so many of the skills
needed in today’s world and illustrated in this design contest
are exactly what is found in free play. There is no better way to
achieve these goals. And there is no better school to allow these
attributes to flourish than the Waldorf School of Baltimore.
At Waldorf, high honors and student achievements don’t
make the big waves. It is a thing that happens so often, with
or without the public notice. But I think word about these
girls’ science achievement should spread. And so should word
about the school that got them there.

Carol Devecka, Baltimore, MD, USA

[First posted by Waldorf School of Baltimore, 2/23/2014]
On Wednesday February 19, 2014 a group of 4 middle
school girls from the Waldorf School of Baltimore earned an
honor they will never forget. After besting seven middle school
teams at designing a structure made entirely of marshmallows
and spaghetti, they topped that achievement by winning First
Place against Johns Hopkins University Whiting School of
Engineering students and alumni.
This contest is an annual kickoff to celebrate National Engineer Week, and helps to promote STEM education and careers.
It is called the Tower of Power in Half an Hour. The challenge
is to build the highest tower of spaghetti and marshmallows
that remains standing throughout the judging period, usually
at least fifteen minutes. This year 15 teams competed, using 1
bag of marshmallows and 1 box of spaghetti each.
Rachel Hopson, (8th), Rachael Stetina (7th), and Fallon
Gustin (6th), knew they were going, they had built a tower
already that garnered them the invitation. Then they learned
the competitors would have a fourth team member, and invited
a friend, Rachael Devecka (7th) to join at the last minute. This
group had never practiced all together, but they remained
excited and unconcerned. A further surprise came when they
learned the number of marshmallows they were to receive was
half the number they had previously been allowed. It was no
problem. They switched to plan B. They are used to working
together. They do it every day, in music, in Eurythmy, in acting, in science, and in math.
The room they were in together was loud. Everyone talking or shouting directions, music blaring, the remaining time
being called over a loudspeaker. Despite the fact that one
team member is deaf and uses in implant in only one ear that
provides less-than-perfect hearing in such an environment, the
team calmly and flawlessly rose to the challenge as their tower
rose quickly above all the others. And it stayed there.
With one minute left on the clock they had to switch to
plan C as the marshmallow deficit rendered the original concept even less sturdy than anticipated. With excited parents

NEWS Conferences and Courses--2016
September 23 - 27, 2016
Eurythmy Intensive Course -with Josefin Porteous and Diane Tatum
Glenaeon Rudolf Steiner School, Sydney Middle Cove,
NSW, Australia
Contact: diane.tatum@optusnet.com.au
September 23-25 & Sept. 30-October 2
Transformative Power of Art:
Drawing the History of Art
With Van James
Prado Farm Retreat, Philippines
October 21-24 2016
Meditation in Action
Taikura Steiner School, Hastings, New Zealand
www.anthroposophy.org.nz
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New publication:

October 1 – 3 , Foundations of Meditative Practice, Byron
Shire, NSW

Living Inner Development
The Necessity of True Inner Development
in the Light of Anthroposophy,
by Lisa Romero
Contact: innerworkpath@gmail.com or
www.innerworkpath.com

October 7 – 9 , Living Stages of Inner Development, Byron Shire, NSW
October 14 – 16, Living Stages of Inner Development, TAS
October 28 – 30, Love and Its Meaning in the
World, Byron Shire, NSW
November 4 – 6, Professional Development for Working
with Gender and Sexuality – Level 2, Byron Shire, NSW
November 11 – 13 , Esoteric Understanding of Death,
Dying and Surrender, Byron Shire, NSW
November 25 – 27, Health and Healing in the Consciousness Soul Age, Byron Shire
December 9 – 11 , The Necessity of True Inner Development, Byron Shire, NSW
December 16 – 18, The Initiation of the “I” and The
Christmas Mysteries, Byron Shire, NSW.

Experiential Education in the Waldorf High School Curriculum—India
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Some Anthroposophical Newsletters and Websites

NEWS Conferences and Courses--2017

Anthroposophy Worldwide
http://www.goetheanum.org/Newsletter.aw.0.html?&L=1

Gleanaeon Class Teacher Intensives
January 15 - 20,  2017
Glenaeon Rudolf Steiner School, Middle Cove,  Sydney,
NSW Australia   
Contract: peggyd@glenaeon.nsw.edu.au

Ardent
contact@ardent.co.nz
Being Human
info@anthroposophy.org

Caring for the Adolescent –
Intensive Course for high school teachers
January 16 - 20, 2017
Melbourne Rudolf Steiner Seminar,   Teacher Training, Australia
http://steinerseminar.net.au/highschool-intensive-coursefor-steiner-teachers-january-2017/

Chanticleer
http://www.berkshiretaconicbranch.org/chanticleer.php
Journal for Steiner/Waldorf
Education
journalwe@gmail.com

Hawaiian Islands Waldorf Education Conference
February 18 - 20, 2017
Haleakalā Waldorf School, Kula, Maui, Hawaiʻi
www.waldorfmaui.org

New View
http://www.newview.org.uk/new_view.htm

Intensive Training in Bothmer Gymnastics -with Dan Freeman
April 19 - 26, 2017
Tarremah Steiner School, 27 Nautilus Grove Huntingfield,
Tasmania, Australia
Email: john.correy@tarremah.tas.edu.au

News Network Anthroposophy
www.nna-news.org
Scope
scope@anthroposophy.org.nz
Southern Cross Review
http://southerncrossreview.org/
Sphere
sphere@anthroposophy.org.nz
The Sophia Sun
http://www.anthroposophync.org/sophiaSun.htm
Kevin Rohan Memorial Eco Foundation Newsletter
Kathmandu, Nepal
www.krmef.org
Section for Social Sciences at the Goetheanum:
http://sozial.goetheanum.org/8052.html
E-news in English: http://sozial.goetheanum.org/
The Anthroposophical Society in Hawaiʻi; new website
and older issues of Pacifica Journal can be downloaded at:
www.anthrohawaii.org

Waldorf High School Art Teacher Course—
Landscape drawing in Taichung, Taiwan, August 2016.
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Asia-Pacific Contacts
Asia
Hans van Florenstein Mulder
hmulder@xtra.co.nz

Korea
Eunhwa Lee
eunhwalee@lycos.co.kr

Friends of Rudolf Steiner Education
Nana Göbel
berlin@freunde-waldorf.de

Nepal
Rachel Amtzis
tashiwaldorf@gmail.com

Australia
Jan Baker-Finch
Janf-b@optusnet.com.au
www.anthroposophy.org.au

New Zealand
Sue Simpson
sue.simpsonO@gmail.com
www.anthroposophy.org.nz

China
Ben Cherry, 				
encherry2003@hotmail.com

Philippines
Jake Tan,
bellactan@yahoo.com

Hawai‘i
Van James
vanjames@hawaiiantel.net
www.anthrohawaii.org

Taiwan
Ya-Chih Chan
chishn1@ms18.hinet.net

India
Aban Bana
abanbana123@rediffmail.com
www.anthroposophyindia.org
Japan
Yuji Agematsu
country.society.japan@gmail.com
www.anthroposophische-gesellschaft-japan.org

Pacifica Journal

is published as a biannual e-newsletter
by the Anthroposophical Society in
Hawai‘i.
Please send subscriptions, donations,
inquiries, announcements and
submissions to:
Pacifica Journal
Anthroposophical Society in
Hawai‘i
2514 Alaula Way
Honolulu, HI 96822 USA
pacificajournal@gmail.com

Thailand
Dr. Porn Panosot
waldorfthai@hotmail.com, www.panyotai.com
Viêt-Nam
Thanh Cherry
thanh@hinet.net.au
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Mural painting by Honolulu Waldorf School Class of 2016 at Sri
Lanka orphanage during their class trip in May.
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"Human beings are free to the extent that they are able to obey themselves at each instant of their life."
--RUDOLF STEINER
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